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School Officials
PREFECTS

MARGARET DUNDAS (Captain)
DELPHINE WALDRON (Senior Boarder)
LYNN ATKINSON (Senior Day Girl)
GAIL SIMPSON
SUE-JANE KEKWICK
DOROTHY BRADFORD
BARBARA WALL
WILMA LAWSON
JULIE SMITH
HELEN BLANKENSEE
TERRY SLEE
JAN HEWTON
FRANCES BARR

HOUSE OFFICIALS
ATHENS—GAIL SIMPSON, MARGARET DUNDAS
ROME—FRANCES BARR, JAN HEWTON
SPARTA—TERRY SLEE, DOROTHY BRADFORD
TROY—SUE-JANE KEKWICK, BARBARA WALL.

ASSOCIATE PREFECTS

ERICA BURT
LOIS CLARKE
GLENIS AYLING
ALISON DALLEY

LEONIE FORREST
ROBYN HORSBURGH
CHRISTINE GAMBLE
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SCHOOL CAPTAIN
Margaret Dundas

JULIE SMITH
Dux of College, 1965
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Editorial
In previous years the prizes in the Parents and Friends’ Association Literary
Competition have been awarded on the basis of one prize for poetry and one for
prose in each year. This year, however, it was felt that it would be fairer to award
prizes taking into consideration the age of the entrant but not adhering to any defi
nite number of prizes in each year. This accounts for the fact that some years have
taken two prizes in one section where another year has no prizewinners at all. This is
perhaps the reason for the very wide range of material which we have received this
year and has added considerably to the interest of the Original Contributions section.
The system of House Magazines has, after much discussion, finally been abolished.
Instead house points have been awarded to all successful contributors to “The Colle
gian” and to take the place of the individual House Magazines, a number of contri
butions for which we unfortunately have had insufficient space, will be bound and put
into the Library.
The year has been a most successful one in many ways and it is hoped by all of us
who are leaving this year that this tradition will be continued in years to come.
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"COLLEGIAN" COMMITTEE
Back row (I. to r.): J. Hewton, W. Lawson, K. McDougafl, D. Stone, V. Payne, M.
Marshall, C. Olney, A. Ewers.
Front row: J. Smith, E. Burt, J. Wardrop (Editor), S. Kekwick, T. Slee.

Acknowledgment
We would like to extend our thanks to Christ Church, Wesley, Hale School, Trin
ity, St. Hilda’s, Penrhos, Kingswood, Canberra Church of England Girls' School,
Methodist Ladies’ College (Launceston), Presbyterian Ladies’ College, Perth College
and Guildford Grammar School for sending us their magazines.
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Valete
Vicki Andrews—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Sparta, "The Collegian” Committee
1963-64.
Joan Atkinson—Leaving 1964.
Jenny Bailey—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Sparta.
Wendy Best—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Rome.
Dale Bevan—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Rome, Debating 1964.
Joy Brown—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Sparta, “The Collegian” Committee 1963-64.
Susan Chandler—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Rome.
Dale Cook—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Prefect, Captain of Sparta, Softball 1964,
Debating 1964, Government Secondary Scholarship 1963-64.
Pamela Cook—Leaving 1964.
Maureen Crawford—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Rome, Prefect.
Mary Culllen—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Rome.
Shirley Davey—Leaving 1964.
Ngaire Duffield—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Troy, Debating 1964.
Gay Edgecome—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Prefect, Vice-Captain of Sparta, Hockey
1964, Athletics 1964, House Colours.
Marlene Freestone—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Athens.
Helen Gamble—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Sparta, Prefect, “The Collegian” Com
mittee 1963-64, Council Scholarship 1962.
Judy Goulden—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Sparta.
Beverley Hancock—Junior 1962, 4A 1964, Prefect, Vice-Captain of Rome, Senior
Boarder.
Kathleen Harness—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Sparta.
Kay Heatley—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Prefect, Captain of Rome, Lifesaving 1962
Swimming 1964, Softball 1964, Athletics 1964.
Pat Hill—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Athens, Prefect, Editor of “The Collegian,” Dux
of the School 1964, Secondary School Scholarship 1963-64, Wesley Trustees Schol
arship 1963-64, University Exhibition 1964, 2nd in State in Leaving 1964.
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PREFECTS
Top row (I. to r.l: H. Blankensee, J. Hewton, J. Smith, B. Wall, D. Bradford, W. Lawson
Bottom row: F. Barr, D. Waldron, M. Dundas (Captain), S. Kekwick, T. Slee, L. Atkinson.
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Anne Hobley—Leaving 1964.
Beverley Hood—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Rome, ‘‘The Collegian” Committee 1964.
Jocelyn Johnson—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Troy.
Roslyn Jones—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Prefect, Vice-Captain of Athens, Captain of
the School, School Debating 1963-64, Tennis 1963, Softball 1964, Athletics 1964,
House Colours.
Heather Knight—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964.
Helen Lane—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Rome.
Pauline Lee—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Sparta, Norman L. Payton Scholarship 1964.
Rosalind Liggins—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Captain of Athens, House Colours, Softball 1964, Basketball 1963-63, Life-saving 1963, Athletics 1964.
Beverley Lilburne—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Sparta.
Marcia Limb—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Troy.
Margaret Lussky—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Sparta.
Judy Manning—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Sparta, Prefect.
Pat Manning—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Troy, Prefect.
Helen Mason—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Troy, ‘‘The Collegian” Committee 1964.
Nola Meiklejohn—Junior completed 1962, Leaving 1964, Athens.
Gaye Morrell—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Athens, Associate Prefect.
Maxine Morrell—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Rome, Associate Prefect.
Kerry Norton—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Troy, Gym 1963.
Rosemary Oddie—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Athens, Prefect.
Shirley Painter-Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Troy, Associate Prefect.
Patricia Richardson—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, ‘‘The Collegian” Committee 1963-64,
Council Scholarship 1963.
Holly Rudyard—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Prefect, Captain of Troy, Hockey 1964.
Joan Sadler—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Sparta, Associate Prefect, G. E. Rowe Schol
arship 1962.
Carole Sales—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Rome.
Elizabeth Scott—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Athens, Associate Prefect.
Kaye Silbert—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Rome, Prefect, Debating 1963-64.
Merryl Sullivan—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Sparta.
Lynette Taylor—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Troy, Debating 1964.
Nan Thompson—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Troy.
Suzanne Warren—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Sparta.
Julie Webster—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Rome.
Betty Whyte—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Rome, Prefect, Basketball 1964, Athletics
i964.
Margaret Wright—Junior 1962, Leaving 1964, Rome.
Angela Rexilius—Leaving 1964.

Others who left In 1964
Kay Anderson
Judy Andrews
Robyn Basset-Scarfe
Maureen Bell
Sue Beetson
Beverley Borgward
Leanne Bowden
Kathleen Boxsell
Kay Bywater
Heather Camac
Margaret Chan
Marnie Edwards
Pauline Edwards
Sally Fry
Barbara Gardner
Angela Griggs
Lynette Hall
Beverley Gifford
Pamela Hall

Julie Hanson
Dale Hoskins
Christine Hubbard
Kathryn Ingleton
Catherine James
Susan Jennings
Barbara Jones
Jennifer Jones
Sheridan Jose
Anne Kelly
Susanne Kennedy
Judith Kuring
Barbara Kyrillos
Judith Lasscock
Gloria Lock
Susan McDonald
Jenny McKenzie
Julia McRae
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Kristen Magneson
Yvonne Maitland
Merrilies Marshall
Beverley Murray
Julie Menzies
Pam Moore
Penelope Morton
Toni Myers
Betty Nyman
Nola Teakle
Kerry Tompkins
Robyn Vincent
Jennifer Walker
Lynette Ward
Janette Watts
Donna Web
Judith Wiliams
Pauline Peart

Leaving Results- 1004
Andrews, V. E.—English, Latin, Maths A, Physics (D), Chemistry, Music (D), Physi
ology and Hygiene.
Angell, S. E.—English, French, History (D), Economics, Maths A, Speech, Biology.
Atkinson, J. E.—Geography, Maths A, Maths B (D), Physics, Chemistry.
Best, W. G.—English, Geography, Economics, Biology, Home Science, Physiology and
Hygiene.
Bevan, D. C.—English, History, Maths A, Maths B, Physics, Chemistry, Music.
Brown, J. C.—English, Geography (D), Maths A, Biology, Speech, Physiology and
Hygiene.
Chandler, S. A.—English, French, History, Geography, Art.
Cook, D. E.—English, German, Maths A (D), Maths B (D), Physics (D), Chemistry
(D), Speech (D).
Cook, P.—English, French, History, Geography, Biology, Art, Physiology and Hygiene.
Duffield, N.—English, French, History, Economics, Music (D), Speech.
Edgecombe, G. A.—English, Geography, Economics, Biology, Home Science, Physiology
and Hygiene.
Freestone, M. J.—English, History, Geography (D), Maths A, Maths B, Biology,
Physiology and Hygiene.
Gamble, H. L.—English, Maths A, Maths B (D), Biology, Art (D), Music (D).
Goulden, J. R.—English (D), History, Geography, Economics, Biology, Physiology and
Hygiene.
Harness, K. A.—English, History, Geography, Biology, Art, Music (D).
Heatley, K. M.—English, Latin, Maths A (D), Maths B (D), Physics, Chemistry,
French.

PATRICIA HILL
Six Distinctions, Government Exhibition
Leaving Examination, 1964

MARGARET LUSKY
Six Distinctions
Leaving Examination, 1964
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Hill, P. M.—English (D), French (D), German, Maths A (D), Maths B (D), Physics
(D), Chemistry (D).
Hobley, A. L.—English, German, Geography, Maths A (D), Maths B (D).
Hood, B. A.—English, German, Economics, Maths A, Biology (D), Speech.
Johnson, J. R.—English, Economics, Biology, Speech, Physiology and Hygiene.
Jones, R. J.—English, History, Maths A, Maths B, Physics (D), Biology (D),
Music (D).
Knight, H. R.—English, Maths A, Chemistry, Music (D).
Lane, H.—English, German, History, Economics, Maths A, Biology.
Lee, P. J.—English, History (D), Geography, Economics, Maths A, Biology (D),
Speech (D).
Liggins, R. M.—English, History, Economics, Biology, Physiology and Hygiene.
Lilburne, B. R.—English, French, History, Maths A (D), Maths B (D), Physics,
Chemistry.
Limb, M. A.—English, French, History, Maths A, Biology, Physiology and Hygiene.
Lussky, M. A.—English (D), History (D), Geography (D), Maths A (D), Maths B,
Biology (D), Music (D).
Manning, J. M.—English, Geography, Economics, Biology, Physiology and Hygiene,
Music (D).
Manning, P.—Maths A, Biology, Physiology and Hygiene, Home Science, Music (D).
Mason, H. M.—English, History, Economics, Biology, Art.
Meiklejohn, N. J.—English, History, Geography, Biology, Physiology and Hygiene, Art.
Milner, C. M.—English, History, Geography, Economics, Home Science, Art.
Morrell, M. A.—English, History, Economics, Speech.
Oddie, R. C.—English, History, Physiology and Hygiene, Art.
Painter, S. A.—Economics, Biology, Physiology and Hygiene, Home Science.
Rexilius, A. J.-—English, History, Geography, Art.
Richardson, P. J.—English, History, Geography (D), Maths A, Maths B, Physics,
Chemistry.
Rudyard, H. A.—English, French, History, Maths A, Maths B, Physics, Chemistry.
-ms.

ASSOCIATE PREFECTS
Back row (I. to r.): G. Ayling, R. Horsburgh, L. Forrest, E. Burt.
Front row: A. Dailey, C. Gamble, L. Clarke.
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Sadler J.—English, French, Maths A, Maths B (D), German, History (D), Chemistry
(D).
Sales, C. D.—English, French, History, Maths A, Chemistry, Speech.
Scott, E. A.—English, History, Economics, Biology (D), Home Science (D), Physiology
and Hygiene.
Scott, J. M.—English, Geography, Maths A, Maths B, Biology, Physiology and Hygiene.
Silbert, K. B.—English, History, Economics, Biology.
Sullivan, M.—English, Geography, Biology, Art.
Taylor, L. A.—English, History, Maths A, Maths B, Physics, Biology.
Thompson, N. W.—English, History, Biology, Physiology and Hygiene, Art, Home
Science.
Warren, S. R.—English, History, Biology, (D), Art, Speech.
Webster, J. M.—English, French, German, Biology, Art (D), Music (D), Speech.
Whyte, B. A.—English, History, Economics, Maths A, Biology (D), Art (D).
Wright, M. N.—English, History, Geography, Maths A, Maths B, Physics, Chemistry.

Junior Results* IfHit
Alderdice, S. H. (6)
Andrews, J. J. (8)
Antonovich, S. S. (6)
Beal, M. J. (9)
Beste, M. A. (7)
Bickell, B. J. (7)
Boulden, L. R. (9)
Brackley, J. G. (7)
Brisbane, S. M. (10)
Buller, W. A. (7)
Buttrose, F. C. (7)
Bywater, K. L. (6)
Caldwell, J. R. (7)
Camac, H. M. (8)
Clarke, R. K. (9)
Cook, N. J. (8)
Coomer, J. M. (10)
Doust, G. (7)
Dunkin, J. (9)
Ewing, S. J. (8)
Fraser, M. H. (8)
Gardiner, C. A. (8)
Gilbert, S. M. (8)
Gordon, M. J. (7)
Griffiths, L. A. (7)
Groom, M. E. (7)
Haggerty, J. L. (5)
Halbert, K. (5)
Hall, P. (6)
Hall, Pamela (8)
Hams, L. C. (7)
Hanson, J. D. (6)
Henderson, S. N. (5)
Henderson, S. E. (8)

Horry, S. A. (7)
Hoskins, D. M. (7)
Howard, Z. C. (7)
Ingleton, K. L. (6)
James, C. A. (6)
Jennings, S. A. (5)
Jones, J. L. (7)
Kelly, A. E. (6)
Kemp, J. J. (7)
King, E. J. (5)
Langley, B. J. (7)
Langley, E. A. (7)
Lloyd, A. E. (7)
Long, J. S. (9)
MacDonald, P. M. (8 >
Maddock, D. E. (7)
Maisey, G. M. (7)
Maitland, Y. L. (6)
Marshall, M. J. (8)
McDougall, K. A. (7)
McGellin, A. T. (5)
McGrath, M. W. (7)
McLeod, E. (8)
McNeill, A. M. (6)
McRae, J. A. (5)
Menzies, J. B. (5)
Mills, J. B. (8)
Milner, M. A. (6)
Mitton, J. G. (6)
Moore, J. P. (8)
Moore, P. J. (6)
Morris, P. A. (9)
Morton, P. J. (5)
Muir, R. B. (6)
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Nairn, J. A. (6)
Nicol, B. J. (6)
Norton, M. L. (6)
Olney, C. A. (8)
Oxbrow, L. (6)
Patton, J. M. (5)
Payne, V. M. S. (9)
Peart, P. E. (6)
Peirce, J. C. (7)
Pugh, J. A. (6)
Raybould, J. A. (7)
Read, C. (8)
Rowe, M. D. (7)
Runciman, M. R. (9)
Sadler, K. M. (7)
Scanlon, S. E. (9)
Scott, C. M. (7)
Silbert, H. A. (8)
Stott, J. (8)
Sweetapple, J. (6)
Taplin, T. C. (6)
Teakle, N. F. (7)
Telfer, V. (9)
Thompson, E. J. (8)
Thornber, L. E. (5)
Vaux, F. J. (6)
Vaux, S. G. (8)
Webster, R. C. (8)
Williams, J. (6)
Williams, Z. (8)
Winnet, R. E. (8)
Winzar, J. A. (8)
Wright, D. (6)
Wright, J. A. (7)

Com man wealth Scholarships* IfHit
LEAVING
Andrews, V. E.
Angell, S. E.
Bevan, D. C.
Cook, D. E.
Cook, P.
Heatley, K. M.
Hill, P. M.
Hobley, A. L.
Jones, R. J.
Lilburne, B. R.
Richardson, P. J.
Rudyard, H. A.
Sadler, J.
Taylor, L. A.
Lee, P. J.

SUB LEAVING
Atkinson, R. L.
Birch, H.
Blackwell, J. M.
Burt, E. J.
Cameron, P. L.
Chessell, K. E.
Clements, F. A.
Elliot, D. F.
Fraser, A. E.
Hardwick, H. E.
Hodge, C. A.
Robinson, S. H.
Smith, J. K.
Wardrop, J.
Were, D. M.
Witnish, J. M.

JUNIOR
Boulden, L. R.
Brisbane, S. M.
Caldwell, J. R.
Clarke, R. K.
Coomer, J. M.
Gardiner, C. A.
Gilbert, S. M.
Henderson, S. E.
MacDonald, P. M.
Morris, P. A.
Nash, J. L.
Olney, C. A.
Payne, V. M. S.
Scanlon, S. E.
Simpson, M. A.
Stott, J.
Telfer, V.
Treasure, C. J.
Winzar, J. A.

Alliance Francaise Results
DIVISION IIA
L. ATKINSON
J. WITNISH

J. SMITH

DIVISION IIB
S. HUTCHINSON
K. McDOUGALL
J. NASH

V. PAYNE
J. WRIGHT

DIVISION III
E. BLACKBURN (D)
R. BRIDGE (D)
T. LENSKY (D)
S. TREVELYAN (D)
L. WILBREY ((D)
M. COLLIVER
H. DEWAR
L. EVERARD

C.
E.
J.
F.
C.
H.
L.
R.

ISION IV
J. BAILEY (D)
J. COCK (D)
W. DALL (D)
S. HILL (D)
C. McGRATH (D)
C. THOMAS (D)
P. BIRD
J. BOWER
D. BURRIDGE

FITZGERALD
L. HARWOOD
McKenzie
MARSHALL
MAY
PARKER
POND
STOTT

D. CORNELIUS
C. EDWARDS
S. GRAY
B. HOWIE
E. PALFREYMAN
M. PERLMAN
W. ROBERTS
M. TEMBY
H. ZIMMERMAN
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Theory Of Music Results, 190J
GRADE V

R. DJORDJEVIC—Pass
Grade IV

S. E. SCANLON—Honours
W. SILINGER—Honours
D. K. CHRISTIE—Credit

L. COLLINS—Credit
M. G. McGELLIN—Pass

GRADE III

D.
E.
D.
E.
L.
B.

BICKELL—Honours
BENZIE—Honours
McLEAN—Honours
M. HANCOCK—Honours
E. TELFER—Honours
D. HEWTON—Honours

J.
C.
R.
A.
Z.

A. FREESTONE—Honours
STOKES—Credit
M. CLARKE—Credit
E. CARTER—Credit
FAULKNER—Pass

Grade II

P. ROGERS—Honours
C. DELLA BOSCA—Honours
J. PALLOTT—Honours
R. Djordjevic has now qualified for her Leaving Music. D. Bickell and Z. Faulkner
have now qualified for their Junior Music.

Musical Perception Results„ /,96‘J
GRADE IV

M. FOSTER—Honours

V. TELFER—Credit

GRADE III

F. EMBLETON—Honours

J. FRY—Credit

GRADE II

M. CZERWENKA—Honours

A. RICHARDS—Honours

Music Practical Results„ IOO.J
GRADE VI

H. HARDWICK—Credit
J. HEWTON —Credit

P. OXBROW—Credit

GRADE V

S. SCANLON—Honours
G. HAYWARD—Credit

A. WILBREY—Credit

GRADE IV

C. DAVIES—Honours
GRADE III

K. CZERWENKA—Credit
The following girls have now qualified for their Leaving Music:—
H. HARDWICK
J. HEWTON
A. WILBREY
Carolyn Davies has now qualified for her Junior Music.
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Pianoforte Examination
Results — 1965
Grade 6

K. Reudavey—Pass
Grade 5

V. Telfer—Honours
M. Foster—Credit
Y. Lucas—Credit

K. McDougall—Credit
W. Schilling—Credit
D. A. Bickell—Pass

Grade 4

R.
D.
E.
K.
L.
K.

Manning—Honours
Morrell—Honours
M. Benzie—Credit
Bickell—Credit
Bishop—Credit.
Hastwell—Credit

D.
G.
L.
A.
F.
K.

McLean—Credit
Sorenson—Credit
E. South—Credit
Whisson—Credit
Embleton—Pass
Murray—Pass

A.
M.
D.
D.

M. Kelly—Credit
E. Czerwenka, Credit
K. Christie—Credit
Watkins—Pass

Grade 3

K.
R.
P.
J.

Pearse—Credit
A. Richards—Credit
Rogers—Credit
Pallott—Credit

Grade 2

W. R. Barrett-Lennard—Honours
W. P. Bishop—Honours
J. S. Bluthe—Honours
J. Wales—Honours

P. L. Piper—Honours
J. A. Ball-—Credit
M. H. Nalder—Credit
M. Osborne—Credit

Grade 1

H. Barrett-Lennard—Credit
C. Stove—Pass

D. L. Burridge—Credit

Preliminary

A. M. Crook—Honours
P. Geddes—Honours
R. J. Menzies—Honours

S. L. Taylor—Honours
K. E. Tonkin—Honours
J. F. Watson—Credit

Art at Speech Results„ A.V6M
GRADE VI (Practical)

S. PROVAN—Pass
P. DRABBLE—Pass

B. WALL—Honours
S. ROBINSON—Credit
B. KAY—Credit

GRADE IV

L.
J.
P.
J.
D.

F. SOLOMON—Pass
B. HAMMOND—Pass
P. TONKIN—Pass
A. LOCKWOOD—Pass
W. BARRETT-LENNARD—Pass

CASSIDY—Credit
McKENZIE—Credit
GRIFFITHS—Credit
BRISTOW—Credit
BICKELL—Credit

The following have passed Junior Speech Theory:
Dierdre BICKELL
Barbara HAMMOND
Janine BRISTOW
Annabel LOCKWOOD
Lee CASSIDY
Jill McKenzie
Peta GRIFFITH
Pauline TONKIN
The following have passed Leaving Speech Theory:
Pamela DRABBLE
Barbara WALL
Alexandra PROVAN

I -11
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AWARD WINNERS, 1965
Back row (I. to r.l: Tamara Lensky, Claire Thomas (Alliance Francaise).
Middle row: Barbara Newman (Deutsch Australische Sprachverein), Julie Smith,
Jenefer Blackwell (Science Talent Quest).
Front row: Estelle Blackburn, Jennifer Cock, Sarah Trevelyan (Alliance Francaise).
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SCHOOL
ACTIVITIES

X

Speech Night, 1964
The annual speech night for 1964 proved a very enjoyable evening, with prize
giving and speech making supplemented by a varied programme of items.
Official guests included Professor M. F. Lockett, Mr. N. R. Cellins and the
President of the Conference, the Rev. S. Hodgkins.
The evening commenced with the singing of the hymn ‘‘Praise to the Living God”,
followed by the Lord’s Prayer. The school choir and speech choir then presented
a combined item, the “Te Deum” from “Murder In The Cathedral” by T. S. Eliot.
The Prefects’ reports were given on the topic of “School Subjects”. An introduc
tion was given by Holly Rudyard while Kay Heatly, Roslyn Jones, Kay Silbert and
Dale Cook spoke respectively on Languages, Mathematics, Economics and the Physical
Sciences.
The gusty conditions suited the mood of the next item which was a Piano Duet,
Hexentanz (The Witches’ Dance) played by Helen Gamble and Roslyn Jones.
The Principal’s Report was followed by several ballet items. The dancers in
cluded Winsome Roberts, Jennifer Stott, Ngaire Duffleld and Caron Nasso who
provided a variety of dances.
The Chairman, Mr. N. R. Collins, addressed the audience and then an impressive
display was given by the Gymnastic Club.
Awards were distributed by Professor M. F. Lockett and a Vote of Thanks given
by the President of Conference, Rev. S. Hodgkins.
To conclude the evening, the school sang “Allelujah” by Mozart, The School
Song and the Farewell Song. The evening was a truly fitting one to end another
wonderful school year,
ROSLYN JONES.

Staff Notes
Newcomers to the Staff this year were Miss Enid Sedgwick, B.A. (Hons.), Miss
Jane Dolton, B.Sc., Miss Julie Parker, Dip.Ed. (Homerton College, Cambridge), and
Mrs. Allison Dunn, B.A. Miss Sedgwick, an old girl of M.L.C., has spent two years
in France and Germany, and has taken charge of the teaching of modern languages.
Miss Dolton, who came at the beginning of second term, teaches Mathematics and
Science; Miss Parker, Physiology and Biology. Mrs. Dunn is School Counsellor. Miss
Maris Palmer joined the Primary Staff during second term.
During the year Miss Angela Travia, who is in charge of singing, was married
to Mr. J. P. Finnegan, and Miss Mary Cairns to Mr. D. Kilbey. We wish them every
happiness.
Mrs. Warne’s retirement at the end of last year left vacant the post of Senior
Mistress, which has been very ably filled by Mrs. J. Hosford, B.A. (Hons.). Some
reorganisation of out-of-school duties has taken place, and a staff-room committee
tries very hard to keep the less tidy members of staff under some control. We have
had a very pleasant year—and, we hope, a successful one!
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College Sunday
College Sunday was held on August 15 in Wesley Church and was attended by
many parents and old girls of the school. An outstanding feature of the service this
year was the singing which included an especially delightful rendering by the choir
of “The Lord is My Shepherd” (Schubert) and anthems by Dvorak and Mendelssohn.
Lessons were read by the President of the Old Girls’ Association (Mrs. C. Parker)
and the School Captain, and the sermon was preached by Rev. R. Lecky, Chaplain
of Wesley College. His address showed sympathy, wit and understanding of the
problems facing today’s teenagers, as well as offering some good advice about their
problems.
The congregation joined in the singing of the final hymn, “Lord, Dismiss Us With
Thy Blessing”, and the service closed with the Benediction.

The Opening' of the New Laboratories
Sunday, July 4 saw the opening of the new science laboratories. Despite the
rain many parents attended the ceremony held in Bosisto Hall. The President of the
Methodist Conference began the ceremony and the school sang the appropriate hymn
“From Thee all skill and science flow.” Mr. Shepherd and Mr. Carter then spoke on
the interest in science which has developed in M.L.C. in recent years. The Hon.
Mr. Chaney, M.H.R. then formally declared the new buildings open.
After the ceremony, afternoon tea was served to parents and guests and
refreshments were served to each member of the school. Parents were then free to
visit the laboratories and see demonstrations showing special features of the physics
and biology laboratories given by senior girls.
Films were shown in the projection room. There is also a television set here
and to enable better viewing seating is arranged in tiers. Vermiculite sprayed on
the ceiling, thick carpet and heavy dark curtains render the room virtually soundproof
and it may be made as dark as necessary.
The biology laboratory on the ground floor has a special preparation room,
sufficient space for practical work effectively shown by girls carrying out experiments,
and an outdoor aviary, garden and pool for the observation of marine life. There is
also a study for the senior biology mistress.
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Jennie Blackwell and Joan Wardrop in the Biology Laboratory.
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The main feature of the physics laboratory is the optics room which can be
made completely dark in order to carry out experiments involving light. Also there
is a spacious supply room which may be used as a secondary laboratory.
The whole afternoon was very pleasant, offering parents and students an oppor
tunity to see the provision being made for science students in this school.

Trip to Launceston
At one minute to twelve on Friday, April 30, Mrs. Shepherd, Miss Don and
30 girls from the Sub-Leaving and Leaving Forms set off for Tasmania.
Thirty-two shivering Western Australians arrived at M.L.C. Launceston the next
morning to meet their hostesses. The rest of the day and the weekend were free
and most of us were taken by our hostesses down the Esk River to its mouth.
On Monday morning we went with our hostesses to their appropriate classes
which we found interesting if not educational. Two energetic games of basketball
and hockey were played in the afternoon—unfortunately we did not have many
sportsmen among us. However we managed to win a debate the next morning on
“Love is Blind”. Launceston had their school sports in the afternoon which we
watched and also took part in.
On Wednesday we went for an all-day picnic to Poatina, a big power station, and
then to Connorville, one of the largest sheep stations in Tasmania.
After a rousing farewell on Thursday morning we left on a bus trip spending the
first night at Queenstown where we were shown over the Mt. Lyell smelters.
On Friday we travelled to Bronte Park stopping at a power station on the way.
We spent the next two days at Hobart staying at the Imperial Hotel which I
fear was slightly the worse for wear after our visit.
On Sunday we visited Port Arthur where we were shown the hospital, the chapel,
penitentiary and the model prison (unfortunately not in use). From here we visited
Tasman’s Arch, Devil’s Kitchen and the Blowhole which are scenic attractions around
Port Arthur.
The next day we made our way direct to Launceston and in the afternoon we
were shown over the famous Paton and Baldwin’s knitting mills.
We left that afternoon for Perth after an enjoyable and unforgettable stay in
Tasmania.
S.K.

Biology Projects
Jennie Blackwell won the H. L. Brisbane & Wunderlich Prize (£50) in this year’s
Science Teachers’ Talent Search. Her project was “A Twelve Month Survey of the Bird
Population at Shenton Park Lake.” She kept records of the numbers of birds present
each month and then graphed this information against many weather factors.
It was interesting work, although at times very frustrating. Have you ever tried
to count 200-300 birds swimming about while people feed them and dogs chase them?
Little Grebes have the habit of diving down here and popping up quite a long way
away.
Judith Lyons is trying to find out if it is true that a ticking clock in an incubator
will speed up the time of hatching. She has found that there are many obstacles to
overcome, such as infertile eggs and incubators (such as Wesley’s) which do not keep a
constant temperature! However, she has persevered and another batch of eggs is in
our incubator. Just to prove that the eggs are fertile we put some of them underneath
Harriet, one of the chicks we successfully hatched last year and who is now broody.
Joanna Bailey, Robyn Sampson and some of their friends have been working with
our mice. We were asked to carry out similar breeding experiments to St. Hilda’s. So
far they have found that our results are quite different to St. Hilda’s. Mr. Carter
has added to the confusion by showing us an article on breeding mice and we are not
sure whether we are now getting extreme chinchillas, maltese dilutions or what-haveyou!
Another project these girls are doing is to see whether a definite number of mice
will live in a given space. Having given them their “motel” we now find they do not
prefer their own homes but like to live together in one or two small rooms.
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Several Sub-Leaving girls are starting a project which we hope will be suitable
for next year’s Talent Search. Deiys Stone will try some experiments with mice; Vir
ginia Payne and Elizabeth Moore are studying the feeding and growth of baby tor
toises; while Jackie Caldwell, Suzanne Gilbert, Peta MacDonald and Jennie Stott are
trying the effect of temperature on some reef animals. They have also been trying
to grow beans which have been subjected to X-rays. At present they are not quite
sure if the experiment is working or whether it is working too well!

Science Talent Search, 1965
In this year’s Science Talent Search, Julie Smith won the Royal Australian Chemi
cal Institute prize to the value of £10 for her entry entitled “Ionic Equilibria.”
This involved practical experiments on weak electrolytes, indicators and acidity
measured in terms of pH and a written report of the experimental procedure. Experi
ments were carried out in the school chemistry laboratory.

Geography Notes
This year a large amount of extra work was covered by the geography classes,
and surprisingly enough they have enjoyed it.
In first term, the 4th year students went on an excursion to Triggs Island. The
geographic formations of the area were studied and each girl gave a personal account
of her observations.
We were able to record and predict the weather, using the instruments in our own
weather bureau. Occasionally we thought ourselves more skilled than the experts.
Each girl participated and was able to gain valuable experience from her practical
use of these instruments.
Many projects were undertaken by individual girls, producing several very good
entries for the Science competitions.
Patsy Cameron and Janet Dyer received a special mention for their entry. They
carried out detailed research lasting over a year, into differences in soil temperatures
at various levels in relation to the weather conditions. This was done by measuring
the minimum and maximum temperatures of both, twice a day, of black and white
soil. Their final result disproved one of Dr. Gentilli’s theories. They showed the
susceptibility of white soil to frost. At times the different girls taking the readings
had surprising results. Once or twice the minimum temperature recorded S.G. was
24* F although there was no sign of frost. Contrary to the proverb, the thermometers
were blamed.
Cheryl Gardiner and Jackie Caldwell did a project on “Contact Grading and Pick
ling.” This deals with the treatment of wheat for smut and diseases.
A survey of the tides at Freshwater Bay was made by Jenny Kemp. In this Jenny
was able to show the behaviour of tides in close connection with the different seasons.
Studies of the geographical features of various regions were carried out by other girls
in the Sub-Leaving class, and some interesting projects were also produced on a wide
variety ot subjects by girls in second year. A greater interest in Geography has
undoubtedly been stimulated by these activities.
P.M., S.G.

Trigg Island Excursion
At 9 a.m. on 18th March, forty-five enthusiastic Geography and Biology students
under the jurisdiction of Mrs. Rowbotham, Mrs. Jacobs and Miss Parker clambered
on board the bus that was to take us on a combined excursion to Trigg Island. Much
mirth was aroused among other rather envious members of the school community at
our appearance in civies. However, after a last-minute count of noses we were on
our way.
The trip to Trigg Island was very educational. Main items learnt were the origin of
Butler's Swamp and several new community songs.
Upon arrival at Trigg Island we were divided into three groups—the first to look at
the land forms on Trigg Island (actually a tombola, as we were to learn) and do an
undercut experiment with Miss Parker; the second to examine the geographical fea16

tures of the area with Mrs. Jacobs and the third to the briny with Mrs. Rowbotham
to collect specimens of marine life.
After we had all been to one group we gathered on the sand where Mrs. Row
botham told us about the specimens we had collected and Mrs. Jacobs explained the
land formations around the area. We then changed groups and after about threequarters of an hour, returned to headquarters for lunch. This was enjoyed immensely
and it is even possible the sand improved the flavour.
Lunch over, we went to our third group and then some hardy souls led by Mrs.
Rowbotham swam onto the edge of the reef to examine the marine life.
At 3 p.m. we re-boarded the bus for City Beach. Here we conducted a survey of
the beach plants growing in the area between the water’s edge and the road. This
was a highly complicated task for our rather sunbaked brains to handle, and the girls
who really knew how to classify beach plants were much in demand.
After half an hour we returned to the bus and it was westering home and a
song in the air. Once more on M.L.C. soil most of us discovered that our notes were
either too brief or illegible and it was with dismay that we realised the excursion had
to be written up.
However, we all felt that we had greatly benefited from the trip. Our thanks go
to Mrs. Rowbotham, Mrs Jacobs and Miss Parker, and all those who made the excur
sion possible. Special mention must be given to our long-suffering bus driver who
suffered our singing with saint-like patience.
P.M.

Rottnest Study Camp
During the last week of the August holidays, a group of Third Year girls went
on a camp to Rottnest Island, under the supervision of Mrs. Jacobs and Mrs. Hodgkinson. We were to stay for a week and study the geography of the island, as well
as taking an interest in the animal life. It was also planned to have conversations in
French and German, to help the girls with these languages.
Many interesting and enjoyable excursions were made to all parts of the island.
A special trip was arranged for us to see over the Rottnest Island lighthouse, and
this was one of our most interesting trips. Other excursions were made to the
West End and Cape Vlaming, Eagle Bay, the north-west and the south-west coasts
of the island. Samples of soils, rocks, shells and vegetation were collected from all
parts of the island. It was found that Rottnest was an ideal spot to learn of limestone
formations_there being many formations such as mushroom and stack rocks, visors,
wave-cut shelves, and tilted limestone strata.
On Tuesday, Mrs. Hansley came over by boat to stay the day, and see how
our French and German conversations were progressing. Her visit was most
successful and we are very grateful to her for coming over.
Unfortunately, the week was over far too soon and we were on our way back
to Perth, after a most enjoyable and very valuable camp. Our grateful thanks go
to Mrs. Jacobs, who organised the geographical work; Mrs. Hodgkinson, who did
most of the arranging for the camp; and Mrs. Hansley, whose visit was appreciated

French and German Activities
On the night of Wednesday, 5th May, a party of German students attended the
opening night performance of “Ein Engel Kommt Nach Babylon” at the Dolphin
Theatre. It was a production by the University German Club and it turned out to be
a typical undergraduate production. The programmes weren’t ready so the producer
had to explain who was who to the audience before the curtain went up. Unfortun
ately the curtain got stuck and the performance was delayed some minutes. At vari
ous odd times the lights failed, which added to the mirth of the audience who, even
if they failed to understand the intricacies of the play’s humour, still derived con
siderable enjoyment from it.
Halfway through the last act a tabby cat strolled sedately across the back of
the stage, sending the audience into paroxysms. At first the cast was rather at a loss
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to understand the reason for the unrestrained laughter from their audience but finally
they realised and one of their members (the hangman appropriately enough) marched
across the stage and picking the cat up by the tail disappeared into the wings.
The cast was obviously unprepared; one gentleman in particular kept asking for
prompts in a rather loud whisper and then thanking the prompter with an even louder
“Danke schoen!”
This evening was thoroughly enjoyed by all who attended, and so for different
reasons was a performance in July of two French plays, “Huis Clos” (“In Camera”)
by Jean-Paul Sartre, and “La Cantatrice Chauve” (“The Bald Prima Donna”) by
Ionesco. These were also presented by University students. Both plays were very well
produced and the acting (particularly for an undergraduate show) was very good.
Leaving girls also attended several meetings of the Alliance Frangaise in Perth
and benefited greatly from hearing French spoken and from conversing themselves with
French speakers. Illustrated talks on France were given, which apart from being very
interesting, were also of help with our knowledge of the French and how they live.
On two occasions during the year M.L.C. was hostess school at evenings given by
the Deutsch-Australischer Sprachverein. Charades, folk singing (or at least an attempt
at it), colour slides of Germany, quizzes and dancing on these occasions did a great
deal towards livening up interest in the German language, and were certainly enjoyed
by all those present.
K.M.

The German Camp
In the first week of the August holidays, a camp was held at Point Peron for 60
German students, various schools throughout the State sending one or two repre
sentatives—apart from Wesley College, which sent a regiment of 17.
On the Sunday afternoon the majority of the students boarded the bus in Perth.
We then travelled down to John Curtin High School, where we circumnavigated
the block three times for some reason best known to the bus driver, and picked up
the remaining half-dozen campers. Our trip to Point Peron continued in comparative
silence, except for the intermittently boisterous Wesley contingent.
We arrived at the camp site just in time to prepare for tea. Herr Blom (the
teacher from Wesley) then explained that no more English was to be spoken for
the duration of the camp, and, in the presence of teachers, this order was complied
with.
The remainder of the week was strictly timetabled. Every morning we were
wakened by the gentle notes of two bugles blaring under our windows. We were then
subjected to a lawful system of torture—which consisted of running a mile up the
beach, doing vigorous exercises and then carrying yourself back in whichever manner
was least painful. This usually took place in pouring rain. After this we did our
chores and had breakfast. Next came room inspection, marks being deducted for
having dust on ventilators 12ft. overhead. Then we had two lessons, which may
have been grammar with Herr Blom (decidedly the most entertaining), comprehen
sion, or different types of oral lessons with various other teachers.
If it were fine after this, we played sport or swam. Then came free-time and
lunch, more chores and more lessons. For half an hour before tea we then prepared
for the final night’s concert, which we had been requested not to leave till the last
minute.
After tea we had an hour’s homework (which incidentally was usually completed
in 15 minutes), then films, games or dancing. Lights out was theoretically at 10.30
p.m., but actually was never before 11.30 p.m. We then drifted off to sleep to the
melodious accompaniment of “The Last Post”.
On the day before we had to leave we had a treasure hunt, the clues being rather
vague and in German; for example: “Man fahrt besser mit . . .” (Beer? Shell? or
Coca-Cola?).
The concert, hurriedly prepared at the last minute, was a great success. (Have
you ever sung “Togetherness” in German, or danced the Can-Can to the bugle?).
Lights out was somewhat later that night and we were thoughtfully serenaded about
five hours later, at the crack of dawn, by 30 male voices. We then went for an early
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morning swim (well, half a one, anyway), changed, had breakfast, packed and
tidied up.
The journey back contrasted markedly with the journey down, with tape-recorders,
guitars and the remains of voices all cut-shouting one another. It had been a full
and hectic week, but everyone had thoroughly enjoyed it, and no-one wanted to leave.
Our oral German had been greatly improved, and I will solemnly swear that every
body mastered the art of saying, “Butter bitte” at the table.
L.A.

The French Language Camp
On Sunday, May 9th, sixty students boarded a bus bound for the French Camp at
Point Peron. The aim of this camp was to stimulate interest in French without a
“French lesson” atmosphere.
Every day we had reading, dictation, comprehension and conversation. In the
afternoon a lecture was given, in French, by someone prominent in French circles.
These speakers included Doctor Morrow, Professor Lawler, Mr. Lobstein and Mr.
Gransden. They spoke on subjects ranging from “Foreign Languages” to “My Experi
ences in France.”
For the physically fit, rigorous P.T. sessions were held every morning at 7.10
o’clock. General recreation in the afternoon included swimming, volleyball, softball
and table tennis.
Students were expected to speak French at all times and, generally, emphasis
was laid on the improvement of oral work.
A concert and social evening put the finishing touches to a most enjoyable week
which was of great benefit to all aspiring French students.
J.S.

Gallipoli Legion of W.A.
The band burst into a rhythmic tune as the troops, marching with immaculate
precision proceeded past Their Royal Highnesses. Buckles glittered and leather shone,
while the sturdy dull khaki—the deep dark blue—the brilliant red and the dazzling
white made a striking picture against the blue sky and autumn trees. People lined
the “Anzac Parade”, having thronged from the many suburbs of Canberra to
catch a glimpse of the ceremony. The massive display of wreaths on the “Stone of
Remembrance” formed the focal point and bands, troops, nurses and veterans marched
past it to honour the 50th anniversary of the “Landing of the troops in Gallipoli”
in 1915.
This was the second Anzac service I had attended that week for at the Lyneham
High School, I had, on behalf of the Gallipoli Legion of W.A., presented a picture
of “Simpson and his Donkey” to the School during their ceremony.
After the Duke of Gloucester, the Governor-General of Australia, the Prime
Ministers of Australia and New Zealand and many organisations had laid their
wreaths, the Queen’s message was delivered and the service continued. When the
ceremony was completed, the official cars departed and we walked into the spectacular
War Memorial. Surrounding the “Pool of Reflection” were numerous buildings
displaying models, paintings, weapons, relics and numerous other war articles from
aeroplanes to haversacks. The size of the buildings and detail of the accounts were
breathtaking and even after an inspection for two hours, there was still much to be
seen, but we had to leave because of an appointment arranged for that evening.
Monday was spent having a wonderful picnic at Lake Eucumbene, where I saw
mountaintops blanketed with snow, and fishing in the lake for trout, but my only
catch, although pulled in with great expectations, was a piece of seaweed. The
following day, arrangements had been made for us to sit behind the Members during
Question Time at Parliament House. The interjections made by the Members, the
humour in Mr. Menzies’ replies and the sight of Members of Parliament having a
doze was very funny and entertaining, but all too soon we had to leave to have
afternoon tea with the Minister for the Navy who later ordered a Commonwealth
car to drive us to the beautiful university.
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Next morning my hostess and I went shopping in “The Mall” which is a block
of adjoining shops having central heating, so after buying souvenirs we hurried to
Parliament House to meet Mr. Chaney who was taking us to a luncheon in the
Parliament House Restaurant. From where I sat I could see Mr. Calwell and some
of the Ministers who had been prominent during “Question Time”. Our host pointed
out different people and asked about our outing around Canberra. He was pleased
we had seen the Embassies, the Academy of Science, the War Memorial and other
places of interest.
Early next morning I was to board the aeroplane for Melbourne, after a wonderful
week in Canberra. I felt very grateful to the Gallipoli Legion and Ansett-A.N.A. for
the wonderful opportunity they had given me.
SUSAN BRISBANE

The Growth of the Orchestra
Thus was titled the concert which the Sub-Leaving Forms attended in first term.
In this special production from the W.A. Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Mayer gave us
music of composers dating from the 16th Century to the present day. Haydn and
Mozart are always pleasant to listen to and this performance proved no exception.
The lilting Boccherine Minuet also provided pleasant listening. A weird but effective
approach was heard in a contemporary composition by Vaughan Williams. But the
outstanding performance was the Coriolan Overture by Beethoven. Mr. Mayer
explained the examples of emotion portrayed in this piece and asked us not to
applaud at the end, but to sit and think about it for a few seconds—a very good
way of helping people to appreciate the music.
We were privileged to hear the world premiere of “Calypso Night" composed
by Verdon Williams, percussion player in the orchestra. This piece was to illustrate
the percussion sounds, and it proved to be very popular with the audience.
The Polovtsian Dances from Borodin’s “Prince Igor” brought out a well-known
melody in the form of “Stranger in Paradise”. These fiery dances were wonderful
to hear.
As a “lollipop” Mr. Mayer presented excerpts from “South Pacific”, ending a
wonderful afternoon’s entertainment. This concert was marvellous and many thanks
to all who enabled us to hear it.
K.M.

“Music of the Nations'* — 3rd School Concert
On Tuesday, 28th September, Mr. Shepherd called for Sub-Leaving volunteers to
attend the third programme in the series given by the W.A. Symphony Orchestra for
Sub-Leaving pupils. The volunteers were of two orders—those who thought the music
was the lesser of two evils, and more rarely, lovers of classical music. Anyway whether
for honest or dishonest reasons we were, as the pearl said to the oyster, off to get
cultured.
We arrived five minutes late and therefore had to miss the first item, Otto Nico
lai s overture to the “Merry Wives of Windsor.” Some of us managed to hear it by
keeping our ears pressed against the door of the Basil Kirke studio. This work was
the German representative on the programme.
We were admitted in time to hear the English selection—Purcell’s “Rondo and
Hornpipe,” followed by the Russian symphonic poem, “In the Steppes of Central
Asia,” by Borodin, whose “Polovtsian” dances were heard in the first programme we
attended. This piece describes the passing of a Khurdish caravan on the Russian
Steppes.
Then we heard the polka from “The Bartered Bride” by the Czech composer
Smetana. Later we heard another dance, Manuel de Falla’s “Ritual Fire Dance” from
Spain. The programme also contained two more descriptive pieces—from France, SaintSaens fascinating “Danse Macabre”, and an Australian piece, “Australian Summer” by
West Australian C. Edgar Ford.
Finally from the U.S.A. we heard selections from Richard Rogers’ "Oklahoma”.
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To top off this programme of national works we sang an English piece, “God Save
the Queen.’’
Many thanks to Mr. Mayer and the W.A. Symphony Orchestra for giving us this
chance to enjoy a live presentation of classical works.
M.M.

Mathematics Enrichment Course, 1965
For two weeks during the summer vacation forty students from different schools
attended a Mathematics Enrichment Course held at the University.
BP awarded to each participant a scholarship covering residential expenses and
a mathematics book. The girls boarded at St. Catherine’s, the boys at Kingswood
College.
Each day there were four hours of lectures on algebra, probability and statistics
and topology, three hours of recreation and a special evening activity. These activi
ties included a music concert, a performance of “Othello,” films and demonstrations
in various University departments. Other highlights were an all-day picnic at Yanchep and a visit to the BP refineries at Kwinana. The course was concluded with a
break-up dinner and social evening.
This course was a great success, offering to all an opportunity to enjoy mathe
matics while having a wonderful holiday. The taste of University life has encouraged
many of us to continue our studies there.
J.S.

God and Science
On August 6 a party of girls represented M.L.C. at a conference on science and
religion held at Wesley College. The aim of this conference was to answer questions
like these, “Is God dead? Are God and science mutually exclusive? What is the
relation between God and science?”
We were presented with much food for thought in the first address by the
speaker, Professor Birch, who is the head of the Department of Biological Sciences
at the University of Sydney. We then broke up into discussion groups in which
we had a chance to meet and hear new ideas from students of Wesley, Penrhos,
Aquinas, Kent Street and Applecross High Schools. After another address by
Professor Birch we were given the opportunity to ask him any questions brought
up in the discussion groups.
Afternoon tea was a successful conclusion to this conference which had proved
to be both profitable and enjoyable.

The Prefects’ Dance
This year’s Prefect’s Dance did not include the Sub-Leaving girls who, for the
first time, enjoyed the privilege of holding their own dance. It was only after much
discussion that the decision was made to do this, and there was a lot more discussion
before everyone agreed that the dress should be optional. Some girls wanted to
wear short frocks, as they had done in previous years, but many others thought
that long ones would make a pleasant change. The result was dresses of varying
lengths and styles, the predominant fashion being the Empire line. The committee,
with the approval of the girls, decided on having no particular theme, but on draping
streamers low over the dance floor, and dangling more streamers between the dancers
and the couples sitting at the surrounding tables. This proved a very successful
idea as the partition gave the hall a smaller appearance and a more intimate
atmosphere. Another brainwave, that the hall should only be lit by the soft, dreamy
glow of candles, was rejected when the fire hazard it presented was realised.
At 8 p.m. on the night of August 7 couples began to arrive at the school. Late
arrivals were greeted by the sound of the G.Ms. and a dance already in full swing.
Staff members joined in the festivities, though the shake was a little too energetic
for most. However, the girls welcomed their participation and were also pleased
to see that some of last year’s prefects were present. Later in the evening, tables
from which a buffet supper was served were set up in the middle of the dance floor,
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and during this interval, folk music was played on a record-player. Soon the band
resumed playing and the still unrecovered crowd began to do the shake, hoping
that the band would soon slow down the music. However, for the remainder of the
evening, a lively pace was kept up and only for the last dance did it slow down at all.
Exhausted couples still had enough energy to run to their cars through the
rain which was just beginning to fall, and all had the energy to vote it a most
enjoyable evening and a first class dance. Thanks are due to Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd
and Mrs. Hosford for making it such a happy occasion.
M.M.M.

The Junior Form Dance
Friday, June 18—the long-awaited day had at last arrived. Teachers had to put
up with the excited girls in the Junior Forms until 3 o’clock. Then we went home to
make last-minute preparations and to get our hair set.
The girls had spent all their spare time during the day decorating the hall.
Brown and orange streamers were strung along the ceiling with bunches of orange
balloons in the middle and candles in bottles were on each table.
Giant-sized cartoons of the Beatles, Rolling Stones and folk and pop singers
drawn by the girls, covered the walls and proved to be a subject of controversial
conversation.
By 8.30 p.m. everyone had arrived and the dance was in full swing to the
accompaniment of the band, the Gee M’s.
Soon, supper was served. The ladies had put a lot of work into supplying a
delicious array of food which everyone appreciated after a couple of hours of dancing.
All too soon it was time to go, but everyone had thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
Thanks are extended to Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd and all the other helpers who made
our dance so enjoyable.
F.M.

The Fifth Form Dance
For most of us it began in earnest on the Saturday morning, but for weeks
before the main topic of conversation had been what we were going to wear, decora
tions for the hall, and boys! boys! boys!
But on the Saturday morning we faced the serious business of hairdos, and
salons in the Claremont-Cottesloe area were invaded by M.L.C. girls.
Although it rained in the morning, the night was clear and moonlit by the time
we were dancing to the beating rhythm of the Vagrants.
A different touch was added at supper time, for while our mothers brought
the supper around to the groups, we were entertained in the candlelight by the
Yellowstone Folk Singers. This, combined with our brown and orange streamers,
colourful travel posters, and abstract drawings, gave our coffee lounge theme the
required effect.
Soon enough however, we were all on the floor again shaking and twisting,
each with his or her own particular mannerisms. Traditionally, about half an hour
before the end, the streamers were pulled down and for the last dances we were
hampered by bundles of tangled streamers.
All too soon it was midnight—the National Anthem was played, and our dance
was over.
Our thanks go to Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd and all the wonderful mothers who
did so much to make such a wonderful evening.
C.O.

Fellowship Notes
We started off the year with the selection of a committee and then it was “full
speed ahead!’’
This year’s meetings have provided us with some extremely good and thoughtprovoking speakers and discussions. Among other speakers, we have heard Rev. Fred
Nile, national director of the Christian Endeavour Union in Australia; Mr. McCaskill,
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who gave a fascinating talk on Army Chaplaincy; Rev. R. S. Lecky, who gave a very
instructive and eye-opening talk on the racial situation in the U.S.A.; and Deaconess
J. Poison, a State cricketer, whose subject was, naturally enough, “Playing Cricket.”
We have also had staff and student panels, the latter speaking on the previously
ignored subject of Reincarnation. Bible studies on Revelation and discussions on varied
topics filled in most of the remaining meetings.
A change of meeting places, from Room 14, to the new projection room, will, we
hope, prove a very worthwhile swap. It is a pity perhaps that the younger girls don’t
support Fellowship as much as they could, but “there’s always hope.”
Finally, thanks to Miss Nelson, Miss Richardson and all the other people who help
to make the Fellowship as interesting and as well planned as it is.
K.M.

Senior Fellowship Camp
The camp was held at the Crippled Children's Home at Rockingham. About
seventy-five senior girls packed into one small, inoffensive bus, and an hour later we
arrived. The studies on the Ten Commandments began on Friday night. The groups
under their able leaders seemed to get some very heated discussions going. These
groups were, in fact, a marked success and were greatly helped by the introductions
given by the guest speaker, Rev. Keith Carter. He gave us some new and interesting
points of view.
We were blessed with glorious weather on Saturday, and quite a few girls went
swimming, sunbathing or indulged in any of the other blissful pastimes which we
associate with the sun. Saturday night brought us an evening of fun, and another
peaceful (?) night followed.
Sunday was a day of worship, beginning with Communion, presided over by Mr.
McCaskill, Mr. Carter and Mr. Shepherd. We also had a service, and at 2 p.m., Rev.
Carter led us in our closing devotions.
The camp was a very great success, and special thanks must go to Miss Richard
son for all the organizing which she did. Thanks also to Miss Nelson, our Camp Com
mandant, and our cooks, Miss Tilly and Miss Metcalfe, without whom our weekend
would not have been nearly as enjoyable.
K.M.

Leaving’ Fellowship Camp
In first term a group of Leaving girls joined with some Leaving students from
Wesley College for a Fellowship camp at Faversham House, York. For the studies our
thoughts centred around the coming age of automation and our place in such a com
munity. The Reverend Neville Watson, who is permanently resident at Faversham,
led these discussions for us. Not all the time was spent in such serious activity. There
was sufficient free time and organised fun for most, even though certain members
.managed to be late for meetings! This was the first time such a camp had been held,
and we hope that this activity will be continued.
A.M.

Junior Fellowship Camp
This year’s Junior Fellowship Camp w;s held at the Alfred Hinde’s Seaside Home
for Crippled Children at Palm Beach. The speaker was the Rev. H. Lucas, who made
the trip down from Pingelly, and the theme for study, “Who Are Our Neighbours?”
After the bus trip down on Friday afternoon we had tea, followed by the first
study which was under the heading of “Why be Concerned?” On Saturday morning,
many girls went for a swim before breakfast, while just as many decided it was far
too cold. The second study, which we had that morning, was “What is My Responsi
bility to My Neighbour?” Unfortunately it rained most of the afternoon, which spoilt
all plans for sunbathing. The third study, “How Do I Meet My Brother’s Needs?”
completed the study of the theme. The studies were very valuable and certainly made
everybody think. After a final service on Sunday afternoon we left for M.L.C.
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Our thanks go to the speaker, Rev. H. Lucas; the many leaders, Rev. McCaskill,
Mrs. Hill, Miss Richardson, Miss Jenkins, Miss Smith, Miss Camerer and Miss Hallam; the capable cooks, Miss Tilly and Miss Whisson; and especially to Miss Nelson
and Miss Richardson for making this camp possible. Also, thanks go to Mr. Shep
herd, who visited us over the weekend.

The Heather Lamont Festival, 1965
MUSIC

The finals of this year’s Heather Lamont Music Festival were held on the last
night of the second term. A large audience attended in Bosisto Hall to hear the many
piano and vocal sections being contested.
In the piano section the winners were:—
Grade I—Helen Barrett Lennard.
Grade III—Anne Sarah.
Grade IV—Wendy Dorrington.
Grade V—Susanne Scanlon.
Grade VI—Lynette Wilbrey.
The open piano solo, “The Little White Donkey,” was won by Jenifer Blackwell.
The piano duets were judged in four sections:—
Preliminary—Alison Walker and Diane Thomson.
Junior—Jill Fry and Roslvn Manning.
Intermediate—Gweneth Hayward and Daphne McLean.
The winners of the Senior piano duet, “Waltz from Masquerade” by Khatchaturian were Helen Birch and Jenifer Blackwell.
In the vocal section, Jennifer Cock gained first place in the vocal solo of first
and second years and Jenifer Blackwell was placed first in the third, fourth and fifth
years vocal solo, “Over the Mountains.”
The Junior vocal duet was won by Jennifer Cock and Wendy Dali, Jennifer Blackwell and Helen Birch gained first place in the Senior vocal duet, “The Graceful Sway
ing Wattle.”
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WINNERS IN THE HEATHER LAMONT FESTIVAL
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The section for instruments other than the piano was won by Hilary Silbert
(flute) with Vicki Brown (violin) gaining second place.
We would like to thank Mrs. Robinson and Mrs. Garland for their excellent ad
judication of the preliminaries and the finals, respectively.
The finals of the Art of Speech, Ballet and Public Speaking were held the night
before the music finals.
Art of Speech
1st year—1st, Lucinda Smith.
2nd and 3rd years—1st, Joanne Bower.
4th and 5th years—1st, Susan Brisbane.
Ballet
The Senior section was won by Rita Leckie and the Open section was won by
Jennifer Stott.
Public Speaking
This section was divided into junior and senior with the speakers talking for five
minutes in the junior and ten minutes in the senior. Sarah Trevelyan won the junior
section and Susan Brisbane the senior.
H.B.

Boarding' House Notes
This year the boarding house was divided into two sections for the first time,
the Seniors in West Wing being separated from the Juniors in Middle Wing and
East Wing. Miss Robbins continued as Senior House Mistress and we were very
pleased to welcome Mrs. Pinnock who took charge of the West Wing. Mrs. Brooks
was East Wing’s Mistress-in-Charge and she also continued to deal with our pocket
money. Sister White was with us in first term and since then Sister Smith has been
resident.
After the Easter holidays Miss Nelson left for a trip to the Holy Land and
England. We all agreed it was a holiday well deserved and her absence made us
realise the part she plays in our boarding house life. We were very pleased to have
Miss Tilly resident during the time that Miss Nelson was away.
The new girls’ concert on the first Saturday of first term was quite a success.
Mrs. Hosford was our guest of honour and she remarked on the varied talents of
the boarders.
On the following Saturday afternoon our inter-house swimming competition was
held. This year some of the boarders proved to be champions in the water and at the
end of the day Sparta came out the winners. Our thanks go to Mrs. Gobolos, Miss
Hardwick, Margaret Dundas and Helen Blankensee for their assistance in the smooth
running of the event.
On March 20 all the boarders were treated to a picnic at Port Beach. We were
provided with an ample lunch and Mr. Shepherd supplied us with soft drinks. We all
enjoyed this outing immensely. That evening the Sub-Leavings and Leavings attended
a barbecue and social at Scotch College. It was certainly a social with a difference
and the highlight of the evening was a mock wedding ceremony conducted by Mr.
Wilson of Scotch.
On the weekend of April 2-4, five of the Leaving boarders attended a combined
Fellowship camp with Wesley at Faversham House in York.
The camp theme of “automation” provoked much interesting and at times, rather
involved discussion.
On April 30, 10 boarders left on the school trip to Tasmania to visit Methodist
Ladies’ College in Launceston. They all enjoyed the trip very much and we appre
ciated the slides that Mrs. Shepherd and some of the girls showed us after returning.
On July 4, along with the Science Laboratories, the Projection Room was opened.
The boarders have been allowed to use this room for viewing television and for
Fellowship meetings. This has been a great benefit to us as invariably the common
room became overcrowded.
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During second term three basketball teams made up of boarders and organised
by Gail Simpson, Dorothy Bradford and Erica McLeod, played in a competition against
Methodist Church teams on Saturday afternoons. Keen interest was developed in
these matches and our teams did well.
A basketball team from Mogumber Mission visited to play a match on July 30.
We were defeated by the skill and accuracy of the Mogumber team. After the game
we enjoyed afternoon tea together and showed our visitors over the new science
buildings. When they left that afternoon we were all very sorry to see them go.
Twenty-four girls attended the Youth Concerts this year accompanied by Miss
Robbins and Mrs. Shepherd. These outings were delightful and the richness of
classical music was fully appreciated by the girls.
Our Chapel services on Sunday nights were conducted by Mr. Shepherd and Mr.
Carter. Miss Richardson and Miss Nelson also conducted the service on occasions.
Fellowship meetings are held every Wednesday night. These ran smoothly this
year under Miss Nelson’s guidance, and in her absence, Miss Richardson capably
took over. Jan Hewton was the Fellowship Committee president, and her assistance
was of great value.
Twenty-nine girls, between Grade IV and First Year were boarding at Langsford
House under Mrs. Bennett’s supervision this year. The Langsford House Picnic was
held on October 2 this year, and although the weather was unfavourable the event
was a very happy one.
Our film evenings were all very entertaining this year and we are most grateful
to Miss Richardson for running the projector.
We are also indebted to Miss Lynch for supplying us with supper on various
occasions.
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BOARDING HOUSE PREFECTS
Back row (I. to r.l: Gail Simpson, Dorothy Bradford, Jan Hewton, Lois Clarke.
Front row (I. to r.l: Sue-Jane Kekwiek, Chris Gamble, Miss Robbins (Head Mistress of
Boarding House), Delphine Waldron (Senior Boarder), Wilma Lawson.
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Clubs
Drama Club Notes
The Drama Club has had an interesting and enjoyable year. We invited to our
club meetings various people who talked to us about producing, make-up and the
theatre in general. We visited the New Fortune Theatre and were shown around by
Mr. Neville Teede.
As actresses we have been doing much hard work. Mrs. Keeley has produced two
plays, “Pygmalion” which is yet to come and “She Stoops to Conquer,” which was a
great success.
After grumblings and loss of Saturday mornings, not to mention the fun had by
all, “She Stoops to Conquer” went on stage in earnest. With convulsions of laughter
both offstage and on, we hope the audience enjoyed it as much as we did. We all
thank Mrs. Keeley and Miss Sanderson very much for giving us much-needed guid
ance and costuming advice. Our back stage crew and set designers also deserve
thanks for their support.
After the Saturday night performance we all (none of us over thin!) made up
for meals lost because of nerves by hoeing into piles of luscious cream puffs and
other food kindly provided by Mrs. Shepherd.
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Scene from School Play — "She Stoops to Conquer"

“Pygmalion”
A presentation of Shaw’s “Pygmalion” on 15th and 16th of October this year met
with a delighted response. The Drama Club, which felt it was inviting invidious com
parisons with a film version somewhat more ambitious in music and setting (!!) were
overjoyed by the success of the production—though rather surprised by the repeated
question “Why did you alter the ending?” We were rather sorry that we had not
offered copies of Shaw’s essay on the subject to all members of the audience! As with
the previous production this year, members of the club not in the cast provided a
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most efficient backstage staff and we should like to thank Mrs. Campbell who nobly
stepped in to stage manage.
Miss Sanderson, who has been responsible for costumes for a numher of years,
once again designed a charming wardrobe. To our very great disappointment, she was
not well enough to come to the performances, but in spite of her illness she made sure
that every girl had the help and encouragement she needed.
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The School Play — "Pygmalion"

Public Speaking' Club
The second year of the Public Speaking Club has once again been conducted
under the able leadership of Miss Stormon.
Many interesting and humorous topics have been discussed by individuals and
in panel groups, both as prepared and impromptu speeches. By these discussions I
feel that every member has benefited in gaining experience and confidence to speak
in public.
Social evenings with Swanbourne High School have contributed to the club’s
activities and proved most enjoyable.
Our sincere thanks go to Miss Stormon who helped the club to be most interest
ing and successful.
R.W.

Debating Club Notes
The Debating Club has been most active throughout first and second terms. All
members have been involved in either social, League or house debates. During first
term our Tuesday club periods were occupied with house debates, which were a source
of excitement to all and resulted in victory to Sparta. Athens came second with Troy
and Rome following. We would like to thank all the teachers who showed their inter
est by adjudicating the debates.
On the majority of Friday nights, social debates were held. These proved to be
most enjoyable and gave those not concerned in house debates a chance to show their
skill. Debates were held against St. Louis, Mt. Lawley High, Trinity, Hollywood High,
Christ Church and the Old Girls.
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In second term our time was occupied with League debates. Sue Keckwick,
Glenys Ayling, Susanne Scanlan, Margaret Dundas and Pam Morris who took part
must be congratulated for their efforts.
With such a full programme, the Debating Club has enjoyed an interesting and
challenging season and all members have gained experience in public speaking. Our
thanks must be extended to Mrs. Hosford for her excellent leadership. Her advice and
criticism is always most helpful and her organization which has kept the Club run
ning so smoothly is greatly appreciated.
L.R.B.
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DEBATING TEAM
Back row (I. to r.k S. Scanlon, P. Morris.
Front row: M. Dundas, G. Ayling, S. Kekwick.

The Good Samaritan Club
During the past year the Good Samaritan Club has increased to thirty-one mem
bers. Trips have been made to Lady Lawley Cottage and to Braemar Old People’s
Home.
During the year Mrs. Kilbey brought her knitting machine to the club, and the
girls knitted squares for rugs on the machine, and also by hand.
The Good Samaritan girls were allotted to different tasks; some girls made birth
day and Christmas cards to send to the children of the Mogumber Methodist Mission,
while others made ABC books, which during the second term were judged by Madam
Hansley. Throughout the term the girls have been collecting bottles, stamps, cotton
reels, old nylons, matches and newspapers, which were required by the spastic chil
dren. We also had some lessons on Scottish Country Dancing.
During the third term the Good Samaritan Club hopes to visit the Princess Mar
garet Hospital and the Good Samaritan Industries.
D.C.
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The School Choir
1965 has been a most successful year for the choir once again. During the first
term we sang at the wedding of Sylvia MacLean, an old girl. This service was con
ducted at the Claremont Methodist Church and we sang “Ave Verum” and “Jesu, Joy
of Man's Desiring.”
The choir also had occasion to sing at a gathering of elderly people for the ‘‘Meals
on Wheels.” The programme included sections from the forthcoming operetta and
some of this year’s songs.
As usual we also contributed to the End of Term Service at the Claremont
Methodist Church.
In July, the choir staged its third operetta, "Figaro and Susanna,” which is based
on Mozart’s "The Marriage of Figaro.” This proved a great success and a lot of fun
was had by both performers and audience.
On College Sunday we sang the anthem “The Lord is My Shepherd” by Schubert.
The choir is to have a picnic and we have yet to sing at the Carol Service and
Speech Night. This will close another happy and successful year for the School Choir.
Our many thanks go to Mrs. Finnegan for her capable leadership and also to Mrs.
Rudeforth who has been our pianiste.
J.W.
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Scene from Operetta — "Figaro and Susanna'
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Trojan House Notes
House Captain: Sue Kekwick.
Vice-Captain: Barbara Wall.
House Mistress: Mrs. Matthews.
A bang and a splash opened the 1965 sporting season and we were all once again
inter-house rivals. After many exciting races and finishes at the swimming, the day
drew to a close with the all-round Spartan team taking off first place, Troy occupy
ing third place, with Rome second. Our congratulations to Sparta!
Troy took third place, once again to Sparta and Athens, in the debating. How
ever, this was not due to lack of skill or determination on the part of our debaters,
but the excellent Spartan team proved to be a little better.
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Vice Captain: Barbara Wall

House Captain: Sue Kekwick
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The Trojan spirit came to the fore in the tennis and we moved up to second
place, once more trailing the strong Spartan team. Well done, Sparta!
Our true form returned at the singing competition and we were placed first,
Athens a close second.
Once again, due to the encouraging leadership of Nancy, the Trojan hockey team
proved their true worth, taking off first place, Athens proving themselves strong
competition.
Although the basketball team fought well, they were unlucky to lose. Troy was
placed fourth in the final results, Sparta and Rome tieing for first. Congratulations
to these two houses.
The standard of the gymnastics was very high, and although our entrants did
themselves great credit, we were placed fourth to a very talented Athenian team.
In the field of music and arts we were well represented. The final results of the
Heather Lamont Festival have not yet come to hand, though I feel Troy will have
done herself credit.
The athletics, in second term, were of a very high standard, and once again
the all-round Spartan team took off first place, Rome occupying second and Troy
third, after very strong competition from the Athenians. Our congratulations to Ann
Murray, who was under 14 champion. Our warmest congratulations to Sparta on
their creditable wins.
On behalf of all the Trojans I would like to thank Sue and Barb for their inspir
ing and enthusiastic leadership and wish them all the best in the future. Last, but by
no means least, our most sincere thanks to Mrs. Matthews, whose assistance and sup
port throughout the year has been invaluable.
C.G.

Roman House Notes
House Captain: Francis Barr.
Vice-Captain: Jan Hewton.
House Mistress: Miss Barclay.

Roman House spirit has been very high this year due to the able leadership of
Fran and Jan and also to the captains of the various sporting activities and to the
support of Miss Barclay.
Rome had a good start to the interhouse competition with a well-earned second
place in the swmming. Our congratulations go to Sparta and to Robyn our swimming
captain who was the under sixteen champion.
The very good attendance in the senior softball paved the way to a fine victory
for us. Under Hilary’s good leadership the senior team was undefeated, but the final
result has not been decided as the junior team has yet to play.
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Tennis followed, with Rome coming second. The outstanding Spartan team came
first. Congratulations, Sparta, and a good effort Jenny and the teams.
In second term, Rome again got off to a good start. Under Jackie’s capable organ
ization both basketball teams did well. The senior team was undefeated and the over
all result was equal first with Sparta.
Liz did a good job with the hockey, but this year Troy had most of the talent.
Congratulations, Trojans, and a good try, Romans.
There has been keen competition in the debating this year. For the first time
there was a Junior as well as a Senior division. Although in the overall result we came
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Vice Captain: Jan Hewton

House Captain: Frances Barr

last, the senior team had the satisfaction of being the only team to defeat the Spartan
team who won the senior section. Credit is due to Krista and our junior team who
won the first year of this section.
The choral competition as usual was the occasion of strain and great nervousness.
Considering our small amount of talent—alas, we were no Beatles!—it is entirely
owing to Jan’s skill as a conductor that we avoided coming last.
The Athletics Carnival was really exciting this year. Rome had trained well under
Fran. For a time we were neck and neck with Sparta for first place, but by the end
of the afternoon Sparta had proved the stronger. Congratulations, Sparta, and to Bev
as under sixteen champion.
R.W.

Spartan House Notes
Captain: Elizabeth Slee.
Vice-Captain: Dorothy Bradford.
House Mistress: Mrs. E. Moore.
“Sparta is yours; be an ornament to her.” The great challenge contained in this
famous phrase, coined by a Roman orator, has been strongly upheld by all Spartans
during the House activities of 1965.
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First term opened and the Inter-House swimming was to be held after much
training by all competitors. Sparta “scooped the pool” and obtained the Cup awarded
oi first place. Congratulations go to Joanne, who after a fine performance became
under 14 champion.
The Tennis and Softball competitions were enthusiastically participated in. Another
victory was won for Sparta by our keen tennis players.
At this time much excitement was provided in another field. The debaters were
contesting, and after strong competition, triumphed over Athens in the final to take
the honours.
Second term brought with it hockey and basketball. Here, due to consistency in
both Senior and Junor teams and the excellence of a few, the basketballers were
placed equal first with Rome. However, the hockey players had to take third position,
being unable to match the hardy Trojans and Athenians.
Although Sparta only obtained minor placings in the Inter-House Gymnastic con-

Vice Captain: Dorothy Bradford

House Captain: Terry Slee
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test, all competitors showed skill and finally Sparta was placed third behind Athens
and Rome.
The Heather Lamont Festival brought no initial success for us, as the House
Choir stayed on the bottom rung. It is to be hoped our voices improve for next year’s
competition! As the festival continued, first places were gained in Piano, Vocal, Speech
and Public Speaking sections. Congratulations go to Jennifer who showed great musical
talent, and to others who won points for Sparta.
To conclude second term’s sporting activities the Inter-House Athletics were held
and once again Sparta played a leading role. The Open Champion was a Spartan—
congratulations, Sue, on a convincing win. After a fine effort Sparta was placed first
and in House spirit and co-operation as well as sporting ability we had scored highly.
Our House Mistress, Mrs. Moore, has given great support throughout this year
and we are very grateful for her deep interest in all our activities.
In every field our captain Terry and vice-captain Dorothy have shown enthusiasm
and given great encouragement and leadership. They have proved themselves very
worthy of their position and have revealed fine Spartan characters. Many thanks, Terry
and Dot, for this great effort—we’re proud of you.
“No Surrender” is our motto and with this in mind, Spartans, do your best and
maintain a high standard in the coming year.
S.B.
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Athenian House Notes
Captain: Gail Simpson.
Vice-Captain: Margaret Dundas.
House Master: Mr. Carter.
The first inter-house competition of the year was the swimming carnival in which
Athens only managed to gain fourth place, although we had some good individual
wins. House points were awarded to M. McGrath, E. Eastman, C. McGrath, P. Masel,
Undaunted by this defeat, the Athenians battled on to gain second place in the
debating competition. However, another crushing defeat was in store for us—only
fourth place was gained in the tennis, a House point being awarded to J. Thomson.
Once again the Athenians showed their determination and fought back to gain recog
nition in the form of second place in the senior softball. The junior softball is yet to
be contested. The first term was completed with the gaining of second place by Athens
in the House singing competition behind Troy, and ahead of Rome and Sparta.
In the gymnastic competition, Athens showed her superiority in this field by gain
ing first place and House points were awarded to J. Anderson, R. Lecky, S. Brown
and M. Emery.
A good second place was gained by the House in the hockey competition, House
L. Marshall and S. Hart.
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points going to W. Lawson, P. Masel, J. Gale, R. Cheetham, J. Freestone and E. East
man. Unfortunately Athens did not do as well in the basketball and we gained third
place. House points were awarded to M. McGrath, S. Hart, C. Stokes, P. Bird, C.
McGrath, J. Zimmerman.
Second term ended with the defeat of Athens in the Athletics carnival. Sparta
was first, Rome second, Troy third and Athens fourth by one point! Bad luck,
Athenians.
Our congratulations go to Rome, Troy and Sparta for their keen and tough com
petition throughout the year. We would like to thank Mr. Carter for his support and
Gail and Margaret for their leadership and guidance throughout the year.
V.P.

life

ATHENS HOUSE OFFICIALS
Vice-Captain: Margaret Dundas.
House Captain: Gail Simpson
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SPORTIN
Hockey
This year all of our teams reached the Grand Finals and all were playing against
P.L.C. However, the seniors were not very successful, but although neither of the
senior teams won the premiership, they were not lacking in team spirit or sports
manship.
The Junior A and B teams won their premierships and were coached very suc
cessfully by Mrs. Woodhead. Our thanks also go to Miss Hardwick for her guidance
of the senior hockey this season.
Those who obtained colours were: M. Dundas, L. Faust, E. King, J. Bungey, N.
Cook, S. Henderson, E. Langley, M. Bates and G. Prowse.
W.L.
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SENIOR "A" HOCKEY
Back row (I. to r.): S. Henderson, E. Langley, J. Bungey, L. Forrest, N. Cook.
Front row: M. Bates, E. King, M. Dundas (Captain), G. Prowse, S. Kekwick.
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SENIOR TENNIS TEAM
Back row (I. to r.h K. Sadler, S, Henderson, J. Bungey.
Front row: B. Angel, D. Bradford, B. Wall, L. Griffiths.
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HERBERT EDWARDS TENNIS TEAM
Back: Nola Kitcher.
Front (I.

to

r.):

Robina

Ladyman, Anne Sarah,
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Eve Shipley.

Tennis
This year we have had one of the most successful tennis seasons for some time.
After being defeated by St. Hilda’s last year, the senior team were determined
to have the trophy back at M.L.C. and after some very convincing wins they were
successful in winning the interschool competition.
The Slazenger Cup team, the Mursell Shield team and the Herbert Edwards
team all performed very creditably indeed. All three teams reached the final and
the Herbert Edwards team was successful in winning the final match.
Our thanks go to Miss Don for her excellent coaching throughout the season
and we wish next year’s teams the very best of luck.
Tennis colours were awarded to B. Wall, L. Griffiths, J. Thomson, B. Angel, D.
Bradford, S. Henderson, J. Bungey and R. Sadler.
D.B.

Gymnastics
This year three teams entered into the competition which was held at the Clare
mont Teachers’ Training College in July.
The Senior “A” team won, the Junior “A” came in fourth position and the Junior
“B” team was unplaced. We also came second in the callisthenics. The gymnastic
girls are under the expert guidance of Mrs. Gobolos and their work is maintained
at a very high standard.
Those who obtained their gym colours were: P. Drabble, F. Clements, R. Clarke
and H. Silbert.

W.L.
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GYMNASTICS TEAM
Back row: L. Bishop, P. Griffiths.
Middle row: H. Silbert, L. Clark
Front row: F. Clements, P. Drabble.
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Swimming
The Inter-House swimming took place in February in the school pool. The Junior
sports were held in the morning and were continued by the Senior members of the
Houses in the afternoon.
The final results were:—
Sparta
430 points
Rome ..
323 „
Troy ...
318 „
Athens
269 „
The individual champions were:—
Under 13: E. McGellin (Sparta).
Under 14: J. Bower (Sparta).
Under 15: V. Ackland (Rome).
Under 16: R. Winnett (Rome).
Open: M. McGrath (Athens).
This year an inaugural inter-school sports took place at Beatty Park. This proved
highly successful for M.L.C. and showed a very high standard of swimming. The final
results were:—
M.L.C................................. 341 points
P.L.C.................................. 284 „
St. Hilda’s .................
179
Penrhos ........................... 138
PC.....................................
129 „
St. Mary’s ......................
90 ,,
Kobeelya ........................
10 „
M.L.C. obtained the under 16 pennant equal with St. Hilda’s. We also obtained
the under 15 pennant, the under 14 pennant and the under 13 pennant.
Those who obtained swimming colours were: M. McGrath, R. Winnett, H. Drabble,
V. Ackland, J. Bower, E. McGellin, J. Williams and A. Dailey (swimming captain).
W.L.
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SWIMMING TEAM 1965
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Life-Saving
This competition was held at Beatty Park on April 3rd and most of our teams
were quite successful.
Our Bunbury Cup team, under 14, gained 2nd place. The team consisted of C.
McGrath, A. Stephens, J. Bower, E. McGellin.
Bader Memorial Cup, under 15, obtained 1st place. The team consisted of V. Ackland, H. Drabble, E. McGellin, J. Bower (record time).
Halliday Shield, under 16, also obtained 1st place. The team consisted of J. Swan,
L. Pond, E. Eastman, V. Ackland.
McKellar Hall team, open division, 2nd place. The team consisted of M. McGrath,
R. Winnett, A. Dailey and J. Wright.
Our Madame de Mounsey team was disqualified for a technical fault. The team
members were R. Winnett, McGrath, J. Wright and H. Drabble.
Lifesaving colours were awarded to J. Swan, L. Pond, V. Ackland and E. Eastman.
W.L.
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LIFE-SAVING TEAM
Back row (I. to r.): L. Pond, E. Eastman, H. Drabble, E. McGellin, J. Swan.
Front row: V. Ackland, J. Bower.

Basketball
The senior basketball team, after a tough battle, were placed fourth on the pre
miership table at the end of the first round. Aftr winning the next two matches the
team won the right to play in the grand final against St. Hilda’s. We were unfortunate
to lose the premiership by one goal but nevertheless performed very creditably.
The Senior “B” team won the grand final quite convincingly from St. Hilda’s.
We would like to thank Miss Don for her expert guidance throughout the season
and wish next year’s teams the best of luck.
Those who obtained basketball colours were: D. Bradford, G. Simpson, S. Mar
shall, J. Swan, J. Long, L. Griffiths and F. Barr.
D.B.
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SENIOR "A" BASKETBALL
Back row (I. to r.): S. Marshall, B. Angel, J. Swan, F. Barr (Captain "B" Team).
Front row: L. Griffiths, D. Bradford (Captain), J. Long, G. Simpson (absent).

INTERSCHOOL ATHLETIC TEAM
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Inter-School Athletics
The inter-school Athletics were held on 25th September at Perry Lakes Stadium.
This year we obtained third place, with P.L.C. and St. Hilda’s claiming first and sec
ond place respectively. Anne Murray received the under 14 trophy on behalf of all
the under 14s who were the champions in that division. This, with several other
runners-up, shows that we may have several future champion athletes in the years
to come.
The girls competing showed determination and grand school spirit and never
once failed in their sportsmanship. Finally, we would like to thank Miss Hardwick,
Mrs. Gobolos and Miss Don for the training of the girls all through the season.
W.L.

Inter-House Athletics
A well-deserved win went to Sparta this year, followed then by Rome, Troy and
Athens. Just as a point of interest, Sparta had not won the House Cup since 1952.
The individual champions were: Sue Dyer (open champion), Beverley Angel
(under 16), Elizabeth Eastman (under 15) and Anne Murray (under 14).
W.L.

Inter-School Softball
At the time of printing of the "Collegian” the interschool softball competition
hadn’t been completed.
However, all teams both Senior and Junior, have shown outstanding ability in bat
ting, throwing and fielding, and this has been extremely pleasing to all concerned.
The Senior “A” lost a hard fought match to Perth College, 5-6. The Senior “B”
has also lost one match but the Junior “A” has been successful up to date.
We would like to thank Miss Hardwick, Miss Don and Mrs. Gobolos for their
tireless coaching efforts throughout the season.
D.B.
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"A" SOFTBALL
Back row (I. to r.): Merle Bates, Rosemary Green, Marie Bryce.
Second row: Hilary Silbert, Peta Masel, Sue Marshall, Jenny Bungey, Dale Rowe.
Centre: Dorothy Bradford (Captain).
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The Storm
Thunder booming, thunder dooming,
Thunder screeching out its cry,
Thunder roaming, thunder foaming,
Thunder bursting in the sky.
Lightning flashing, lightning crashing,
Lightning forking through the dark,
Lightning moaning, lightning groaning,
Lightning shedding out its spark.
Rain pouring, rain roaring,
Rain flooding all the earth,
Rain pounding, rain bounding,
Rain spreading all its mirth.
Waves lashing, waves bashing,
Waves being torn on jagged rocks,
Waves screaming, waves heaving,
Waves tossing boats from their docks.
Wind howling, wind prowling,
Wind angrily ripping up the seas,
Wind crying, wind sighing,
Wind spraying sand and bending trees.
JUDY FREESTONE, II A
(Prize-winner)

Her
The school will remember her for years to come,
With her thick heeled shoes and her small grey bun.
With her old-fashioned glasses that she always mislays,
And her outfits resembling old costumes from plays.
She’s a kindly old woman this maths teacher is,
And never tires of explaining mathematical bis,
With sin2 plus theta she’ll start in a chat,
“The angles are equal dear can’t you see that!”
She lives every day with some chalk in her hand,
And likens our noise to a rock-n-roll band.
But she loves us I’m sure as she comes every day,
To teach us our maths in her very own way.
It’s painful, unique and I'm sure very rare,
As she sometimes pulls out her very own hair.
C. ROWELL, III B
(Prize-winner)
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Keeping up with the Joneses
Ah Kwee had invited us to witness her son’s wedding ceremony at the Pagoda
Shrine and after that to the wedding reception at the Hong Kong restaurant. Ever
since I could remember Ah Kwee had been a frequent visitor—she used to go from
house to house selling eggs and home-made cakes—her two large baskets hung in
equilibrium at either end of the pole which rested at right angles to her shoulder. Time
and again we had heard her say that she did not mind her hard work so long as
she could provide her son—her pride and joy—with an elaborate or at least a decent
wedding when his time came.
The Chinese consider a wedding to be a very great occasion in one’s life. Thus
they celebrate it on a grand scale so that it may bring pleasant memories to the
married couple in the years to come. The Chinese wedding often lasts for more than
a week, during which traditions and customs are carefully followed by the families
both of the bride and groom to avoid bad luck. Large sums of money are involved
during such occasions. Often proud parents who can hardly afford it adopt the
borrow now pay later plan to save their son the embarrassment of not being able
to marry in the proper way.
It was the wedding day of Ah Kwee’s son. Ah Kwee’s well-scrubbed house was
so thronged with people that one could hardly walk without bumping into somebody.
Each one took a peep at the decorative bridal chamber, and the myriads of gifts
that were on display received comments from many a guest as to who gave this
and who gave that. The bride and groom were married in an elaborate Buddhist
ceremony amidst gongs and chantings from the monks. Straight after the ceremony
we all drove to the Hong Kong restaurant—those who had no cars went in chartered
buses.
The wedding reception was well-attended too. The guests ate, drank and talked
freely while the band played delightful Oriental music—the bride, groom and their
immediate families sat around a long table placed centrally in the reception room.
The band had stopped playing—following tradition it was time for the bride
to pay respects to her mother-in-law. The bride knelt down before Ah Kwee,
called her “mother-in-law” for the first time and offered her a cup of tea; this gesture
symbolised the bride’s inferiority and obedience to her mother-in-law. Ah Kwee
displayed the familiar toothless gums in her effort to produce a broad smile and
with equally trembling hands lifted the cup to her lips. Her shoulders straightened
ever so slightly and as she drank the tea I thought I saw a tear-drop on her
sallow wrinkled cheeks—it was a tear of joy—she had worked hard for this hour,
this day—she was able to give her son a full and proper wedding. Having drunk
the tea, she rose from her seat, bestowed blessings on her daughter-in-law and
presented the bride with a pair of diamond earrings. As Ah Kwee lifted her daughterin-law from her kneeling position her face reflected her inward pride and her dewy
eyes seemed to say that as far as weddings were concerned she too could “keep up
with the Joneses”.
ONG LEAN KEE, VIA
(Prize-winner)

My Father
Oh how tall, oh how fine,
What a wonderful man is that father of mine.
He treats all equal and tries to be fair,
Though my brother and I ai’e an unruly pair.
In his ideas of all mankind,
None can do wrong, all men are fine.
He smokes a pipe so strong to the nose,
We always feel its his oldest he chose.
He’s not a pop singer, he’s not a star,
But in my heart, he’s much better than they all are.
DIANA WARE, III B
(Prize-winner)
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The Sacrifice
The woman watches as the dancers
dance their prayer of sacrifice;
As her child lies bound and still,
Her child on the cold stone.
The dancers whirl and stamp
and cry, to their devil gods;
The woman cannot push back the tears,
The time is so near.
She knows what is to come, must come,
and cannot pass away; The dark is coming on,
it will be then. For it is the law,
the law of her tribe.
The sun is gone, the Great Witch Doctor lifts
the child, her child, and chants.
The mother cannot bear to watch, she hides her face,
and, heart broken . . .
Sobs.
ROSEMARY SANDS, I A

Why the Emu Cannot Fly
A long time ago, there lived in the Australian bushland a flock of queer-looking
birds. These birds were called Emus. They could fly, but all the other birds had to
run, rather awkwardly, along the ground. The Emus thought they looked ridiculous.
They used to plague and torment them by swooping down and taking their food,
or merely frightening them.
One day some of them saw a meek little dove hopping merrily over the grass.
They circled just above the dove and then started to swoop down on it. Faster and
faster they came. The dove saw them and cried out in fear, “Oh stop! Please
don’t hurt me!”
The Emus laughed coarsely, and one of them cried out harshly, “Why should
we stop for you? You should bow down before us. We are far superior to you!”
As it happened, the ancient God of Nature was passing by, and he heard it all.
Rushing out angrily, he struck the Emus with a stick. The Emus then hurried off
as fast as they could.
“Begone with you, you cowards!” roared the angry God and turned to comfort
the little dove.
That night the God thought to himself, “I must restrain those Emus somehow!”
and he wondered how to punish them. Suddenly he was struck by a brilliant idea!
The next day he was up very early, and called a meeting of the birds. When the
last bird had come, the God stood up and started to tell them his idea.
“I think the Emus deserve a punishment,” he said, casting a look at the guilty
birds.
(The Emus were feeling very uncomfortable and were waiting for their
punishment with dread.)
“Yes, I think so too”, said one of the birds. “They have been unpunished far
too long!” The other birds murmured in agreement.
“I agree with you,” said the God, “and I have thought of a punishment which
will do very well. It’s like this: I don’t think it is fair for the Emus to be the only
birds able to fly, especially as they seem to think themselves superior to the other
birds. Because of this, and their other faults, I think it will be a very fitting punish
ment if I take away the Emus’ ability to fly and give it to the other birds.”
“But what is to happen to us?” asked some of the Emus.
“Oh”, answered the God smiling, “I’m going to give you the ability to run, like
the other birds did!”
“Oh surely we haven’t been that bad!” wailed the Emus.
“Well you have”, replied the God, “but I’ll tell you what I’ll do. During the
next week I’ll leave you all how you are, and if all of you Emus can behave properly,
and not torment the other birds, I’ll lighten your punishment a bit.”
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A very subdued flock of Emus crept out of the meeting place.
However, they were determined to behave, and during the next week there was
not a fault to be found with them. After the week was over, the God called all
the birds together again.
“Now as the Emus have behaved themselves’’, said the God, “I will lighten their
sentence. They will never fly again, but I will give them long legs which will give
them very, very great speed. They shall also be quite strong.” The meeting was
soon ended, and the next morning when the birds awoke, they found themselves
able to fly. They were hardly able to believe their good luck and flew around for
several hours before settling down. The Emus, on the other hand, were very
depressed, but they put their long legs to a test, and found that they really could
run fast.
From that long-ago day to the modern times of today, things haven’t changed.
The other birds are still flying and the Emus are still paying the penalty of their
ancestors.
SUSAN MILLS, I C

Foreigner
Where the jungles reach the sea
And reefs of coral form calm lagoons;
Where rich earth makes for rapid growing,
Here she had her origin.
In a land where all life flourishes,
Where animals abound;
Where natives worship wooden idols,
Here, one day, she shall return.
Rich fruits grow on trees of green,
Natives plant their crops of maize;
Calmly life goes on for ever,
Here is found her real home.
In her travels o’er the world,
Through the rich man’s land and poor;
Still she finds her heart is turning,
To the home she left behind.
In her face and in her bearing,
Do I see a longing there?
Longing for the day of beauty,
When she shall return once more.
MARGARET MERRILEES, I A

Disneyland
Children—the world is full of children and children and children. But what do
we do with them? We have to keep them occupied, but how? Toys, books, other
children, or—Walt Disney. Why do I say Walt Disney? Because he is the one man
who can keep them occupied with his cartoons, films, books, comics and toys. But,
most of all with Disneyland.
Disneyland—a wonderland of magic and adventure. You can go on a safari
through the steaming jungle, or on a donkey ride through the dry, hot desert. But,
if you don’t want to do that, you could go on a river trip and then visit Tom Sawyer’s
and Huckleberry Finn’s Island. If you’re interested in nursery rhymes you could visit
Fantasyland and see Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs or Peter Pan. For the
boys there is Frontierland with gunslingers fighting in the streets of the old Wild
West town and the people who like space travel can go on a trip to the moon.
Yes, Disneyland is a wonderland and it is full of adventure and magic. It is a
paradise for children.
GAIL SMITH, I A.
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On The Swan
The tiller is hard to hold and the sheet ropes are rubbing our hands. The cold
westerly whips through our soaking clothes as we lean far out, on our planks, over
the forbidding water. It is rough on the Swan today. It’s exhilarating to skim
over the waves with the wind blowing through our hair and the spray in our faces.
We are approaching the second last buoy. We prepare to jibe. The sail is quickly
let out and the tiller is pushed hard over. A few seconds of suspense follow, the sail
flaps over and we are on our way again.
As soon as the kite is up we can relax a little. If we look around us we can see
all the other yachts on the river. The first to catch our eyes are the big cruisers,
with their colourful spinnakers, leaning gracefully to one side so that their keel is
seen half out of the water. Then there are Cats, Skiffs, Sharpies, Skates, Cherubs,
VJ’s, Flying Ants, Sabots and many more, all out to make the most of the rough
conditions.
We’re on a run now with the waves behind us. It’s like surfing, as the boat is
caught on the top of a wave and then thrust forward with it leaving a white trail
behind us. Then there’s a moment of calm until we are caught on the crest of
another wave. We are about to round King Buoy and there’s a Skate approaching.
We give the cry “Water on the Buoy”. There’s a flap of sails and a moment’s
confusion then both boats are around safely.
We’re on our last leg home. The wind has strengthened and it takes all our
might to hold the boat upright. We pull in the sail and the jib. We must get on a
tight tack now if we wish to make the finishing line. Suddenly we hear the cry
"Starboard”. We look around and see a Sharpie coming up. As we are on port tack
we must keep clear.
As we approach the finishing line we can imagine the men on the flag deck
counting seven, six, five, four, three, two, one and then we have finished. So ends
our day’s sailing but we’ll be back next week and for many more weeks to enjoy
the thrills and excitement out on the “Swan”.
HELEN DEWAR, III A
(Prize-winner)

The Bush Fire
It was ten o’clock.
A flame flickered. It began to eat
Away at a leaf which wilted
And turned brown in the heat.
The fire spread from leaf to leaf.
It crept up the gum trees
Burning the masses of leaves,
Leaving the bark charred. Then
A breeze!
The fire began to spread more rapidly now.
A pile of leaves ignited
Spontaneously as if by magic. The excited
Animals ran, slithered or crawled
For the river as fast as they could.
Burnt by the raging fire, the wood
Crashed to the ground, where there lay
The blackened, shrunken bodies
Of wild animals, which could
Not escape the fierce fire.
The bush was a burning furnace. A spire
Of smoke curled up through the charred trees.
Although the breeze
Had now dropped, by twelve o’clock
All living things within twenty miles
Would be dead . . .
VICKI HANCOCK, III A
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On Being Melancholy
Dear Diary,
What shall I write on?—On what shall I write? Oh, what does it matter how
you say it. Who cares? No-one cares whether I live or die, or eat and drink, or
laugh or cry. Nobody cares about ME—insignificant little me. The only one who
cares about me is the cat. Huh! He probably cares only because I feed him. If I
stopped feeding him, he’d just go and love Mum, and cast me aside like an old shoe.
Why, oh, why can’t I go to the ballet.? All the other kids are. Everyone’s allowed
to have fun and go out—everyone excepting me, that is. Anyway, it’s raining, which
means that Mum can’t go and play golf. Ha! Ha! Why am I such a horrid child?
My parents love me, my cat loves me, my dog loves me—oh, they DO not. My
parents only love me because they have to; my cat only loves me because I feed it,
and if I don’t take my dog for a walk some time today, he’ll hate me, too. It’s just
cupboard love or “have-to” love with all of them.
Why can’t I be good at anything? All the others are. People say—“Never mind
not being good at maths, dear, I'm sure you shine at languages.” And just when
I buoy myself up with this hope, Jill beats me in German, Sue beats me in French,
and Jan and Jennie pip me in English. I hate languages and maths. Girls shouldn’t
have to learn such rotten subjects. They should be taught sewing and debating. But
I can’t even sew. My sewing’s worse than my German. Hmm, I bet my German
teacher would hate to see a sample of my work—the German must distress her
enough, not to mention the French. And if I’m not good at school, why on earth
can’t I be good at sport? Obvious answer! My figure upsets me, too. The bulges
in all the wrong places, and Mum won't let me start smoking. I read the other
day, that smoking helps to keep your weight down. Everyone can play some sort
of sport well. Everyone except me.
What a grisly piece of writing this is, dear Diary. But it’s one of those days
when everything’s dull and grey, and you feel all morbid and sort of melancholy.
I wonder what it’s like to die? I often picture my funeral—it’ll be a touching
affair. Let me describe it to you, dear Diary, so you can be melancholy, too.
The sun is shining through the clouds, if you know what I mean—sort of rays
coming down from the clouds, like the picture in the front of my bible. This sun
makeseverything sort of muted; then along the path in the cemetery, four men
come, carrying my coffin. In all their strength, they weep, as they remember the
child they loved and lost. Excuse my tears, dear Diary, that part always makes
me cry. They lower the coffin gently inside the church. The church is crowded
with people, grief stricken and in many cases ashamed. My mother has tears running
down her cheeks; my father tries to comfort her. She remembers the many times
she could have been kinder to me—the times she could have served cream instead
of custard; the times she refused to write me excuses for sport; the times she
stopped me going out.
The school choir, in white dresses, and carrying lilies, are gathered near the
coffin.
They place the lilies gently on my coffin.
Tears run down their faces, to
water the flowers.They too are ashamedly remembering- the refused bite of
vegemite roll, the rude comments on my intelligence and sporting prowess. Now they
are sorry. The choir sings beautifully, and their conductress remembers making me
sit on the floor one singing lesson—just because of my youthful exuberance. The
teachers are sitting together, with remorse written all over their faces. They remem
ber little incidents—I choose not to.
The minister, in broken tones, reads the service and speaks touchingly on my
virtues. Then the coffin is placed in the grave. At this, everyone breaks down.
Oh, dear Diary, this is upsetting me too much. I can’t go on!
I wonder what really happens after you die. It seems to be “heaven or hell”.
Of course, reincarnation has a lot of merit. It would be nice to have a change—but
I ’spose God’s got a set against me, too. He’d probably make me an alley cat or
some other degrading form of life? Does God hate people? I wonder!
My dearest Diary, I feel miserable, and dreary, and sad, and unhappy, and dull,
and melancholy. I shall follow Pepys’ example.
—“And so to bed.”
KERRY McDOUGALL, VA
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Solitude
He wandered along the shore which stretched far away to the point where sea
and sky merge into misty obscurity. He was only a small boy, idly kicking a shell,
but his elongated shadow danced grotesquely away from the cruel sun, cruel in the
intensity of its dying rays, as it licked the whole of the western sky with orange
flames. The shadow grew to gigantic proportions and still the small foot kicked
the shell and the crabs scuttled away to the security of the damp dark sand.
The gold-tipped water gurgled in and sucked greedily at the sand. The sea
was frothy today and the wind had started to whip it up into rearing white heads.
A dark cloud banked up steadily in the east and began to spread its threatening
fingers across the sky to where the sun was bowing out of day like a ballerina in
her final performance.
The little boy kept walking, forgetting about his shell in the radiant beauty
of the sunset. Then, suddenly, like a candle being snuffed, the sun sank, the wind
whipped up and the great clouds raced across the sky. With a sob, the boy realised
his solitude and missed the comforting presence of his shell and ran in the eerie
green light before the storm and stumbled. The sobs caught in his throat, choking
him and his eyes dilated with fear as the first huge drops splashed on his face and
the first thunder rent the sky and he ran and fell.
Then two loving arms closed round him—and he was safe—and he wept.
JENNIFER PUGH, V B.

My Public Speaking Ordeal
The date of the Conference for New Education and International Understanding
was approaching. I was chosen to represent my school with seven others from
different high schools to give a five-minute talk. My subject was—“How Geography
in schools should improve International Understanding”.
In retrospect it is difficult to appreciate the mental turmoil into which I was
precipitated by this news. The Conference was only 10 days away so I had to
start preparation immediately. But what a nuisance! I badly needed all available
time for last minute swot, for the exams were very close at hand. Although I was
very interested in the subject I wished it could have been some other time.
Within a few days I had collected sufficient information. I was then faced with
the task of shaping it into an interesting talk and after that of practising so that
I should be able to speak it clearly and fluently. Unfortunately in my home it is
difficult to obtain the peace and quiet which I require for sustained concentration
when I am working under pressure. The main source of distraction is my small
brother, who, whenever he is in the house, seems to be making a din. The only
alternative to staying in my room is to go to the bottom of the garden, where there
is usually quiet—but I don’t seem to be very good at concentrating out-of-doors.
Anyway, on several afternoons after school I could be found under the trees struggling
with my speech. I was spurred on by the thought of the rapidly approaching
occasion.
I was very tense and anxious on the day. I could not concentrate on my school
lessons, my thoughts were jumbled and my mind almost blank. How could I last
out till the evening. At home, after school my mother tried to boost my morale, but
I remained gloomy. The rest of the afternoon I was fidgety and quarrelsome. Why had
I allowed myself to become involved in this?
At 7 p.m. my mother and I set out for the Scotch College Hall. My dear mother’s
attempts to take my mind off the subject were of no avail.
On my arrival, having said a nervous goodbye to mother, I was approached by
two classmates. My heart sank to the ground when I learned I was to join a large
group of important-looking grown-ups in academic dress. However, to my delight my
geography teacher appeared and introduced me to the distinguished guests.
Following these introductions I was then shown to a seat in the foyer where
there was a girl from another school who was also be one of the speakers. I was
greatly relieved to hear that she, like myself had had no experience of public
speaking. As the time dragged on the rest of the speakers arrived, all rather
nervous and taciturn. There were four girls and four boys. Having been told how
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we would enter the hall, and where we would sit on the stage we followed the
distinguished guests into what seemed an enormous hall. What a multitude of faces!
After the usual introductions by the Chairman there followed a very longwinded and dreary speech from a Member of Parliament! He was even worse than
any of the students proved to be. He read his speech word for word from what
appeared to be a sheaf of closely-typed notes he was holding. I hoped that in a
short time I would not be reading my notes in such a dreary fashion.
Next, my attention had wandered and I found myself aware of silhouettes of
boys creeping about outside. Surely the boarders were meant to be doing prep!—
What was the time? Goodness, when WAS this man going to end? There were
six other speakers before me! I must say I let out a sigh of relief when the man
with all his notes sat down. Now it was the first speaker’s turn to get up—and not
using the microphone! Oh dear, I wonder what I shall do. My goodness, she seems
awfully fluent and composed—I’m sure to be the worst. As the minutes ticked by,
I began to get more and more uncomfortable, for I was tired of sitting on the same
hard chair for so long. Once settled again I continued to gaze into space. Then I
realised all of a sudden that there would be boys in the audience. How dreadful.
I was sure to do something silly!
What did I hear? My name? Gosh! it was my turn to speak!
Having given the necessary introductions, I proceeded on my way. I don’t know
Where I was looking or how I stood, and the five minutes seemed to go very
quickly! I wonder whether I spoke too fast—I hope the people understood. These
were the thoughts which flashed through my mind as I went back to my seat.
Now I was in for a surprise. The Chairman commented on my effort and
actually congratulated me for upholding the high standard of speaking.
What an unexpected—but welcome—surprise.
FRANCES BARR, VIA.

A Dream
I feel as though I am awake, I’m sure I am awake, but I know I must be asleep
and only dreaming this. Everything is going round and round; there are colours
and shapes and lines whirling round me, and there seems to be a long, long, cylinder
with hazy lines going round and round its interior as it disappears from my sight.
I’m not standing still, yet I'm not moving; I’m just languidly floating on an invisible
cloud without really being conscious of where I am, or what I am doing. In this
dreamworld colours have shapes; red seems to be a square whilst blue is cubic and
yellow is an odd constantly changing mass of matter. Beyond these immediate
sensations it is black; a deep ugly blackness with not one comforting speck of light
ness or lessening of its harshness; just a misleading velvety blackness which I know
instinctively is deceiving in its seemingly gentle texture; it is hard and cruel beneath
its surface.
All around me there are lines; not still but continually moving in snakelike
patterns. Some are long and thick like some ghastly prehistoric monster, but others
are small and delicate like old lace. They swirl about me, reaching out for me like
grasping tendrils, waiting to drag me down, down, down, into what? What lies
beneath me or above me, or around me? Suddenly, as I awake to the realisation
that position no longer holds any meaning for me in this strange world I have
stumbled upon in my sleep, I feel trapped, I must get out and away, but out of
what and away from what? There are no visible chains tying me to this place, no
walls enveloping me, but still I have this horrid claustrophobic feeling, almost as if
Death himself is with me. Perhaps he is, perhaps this is what all this means, but
as I glance frantically around me, I see nothing but these shapes and lines all
moving frenziedly in a hideous macabre dance.
For the first time I become conscious of sound; a weird unearthly whistling
which changes almost imperceptibly into something which is like that called
“electronic” music, eerie and cold but full of some elusive meaning. It fills my ears,
enveloping me in a cloud of meaning which I know is there but which, try as I
will, I cannot grasp. Its pounding on my brain becomes more and more insistent
as it seems to get impatient because I cannot understand. It’s all so hard and I
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cannot hope to see it. Then, almost as suddenly as it came, it goes, and I am left
feeling exhausted and strangely purged.
Now the darkness is coming closer; and as it closes in on me the lines farthest
away from me become more hazy. The reds and the blues are losing their definite
well-ordered shapes and are becoming more and more like yellow which as it changes
shape makes me think of an amoeba sending out sinister lumps of protoplasm as it
moves. Gradually the blackness surrounds me, and I no longer have the strength
to fight it, I do not even feel fear, just a terrible limpness and I find myself longing
for the end (whatever it may be) of this nightmare. Is it real or isn’t it? I can no
longer make up my mind; these sensations are so all-enveloping that they must really
be happening but that tiny piece of my mind called “commonsense” tells me it is just
a dream.
Perhaps it is, perhaps it isn’t, but I shall know for sure, when, and if, I
wake up.
JOAN WARDROP, VI A

The Birdman
My dear! You mean you haven’t heard what happened to Lord Archie? I thought
it was all over the countryside. Really, it gave the Boomingtons quite a jar. Well,
Emilia told me he had been acting queerly for some time. I heard, he refused
to speak to anyone but the budgerigar! Really, I mean to say! No wonder poor
Emilia aged 10 years. But listen to this! He refused to eat at the table, and had
his meals perched on the banister.
Well, of course, Emilia became suspicious that perhaps something was . . . er . . ,
wrong. So, she called five psychiatrists straight away. Yes, my dear five! Well,
everyone knows the Boomingtons are loaded. And the analysis! I heard they spent
four months on the old boy, and, my dear, the analysis! Emilia nearly died. Lord
Archie thought he was a budgerigar! My dear . . . are you still there?
Yes, quite horrible. Well, Emilia thought he would be quite all right at home.
She was even planning to convert one of the bathrooms into a nesting box for him.
Yes, but the psychiatrists insisted on putting him in some . . . er . . . quiet place.
Well the morning they brought the van around, I think it was a Wednesday, I’d
just visited Ermyntrude. Yes they brought Lord Archie outside, my dear, are you
sitting down? Well, do. They brought Lord Archie outside, and he flew away!
C. MAY, III A.

Luck
There is a very steep hill near our place. At the foot of it is a busy main road,
then a swamp, which we call the Chinese Gardens. I went down this hill on my
bike once, just to see what it would be like. I was halfway down when I suddenly
decided not to go right down to the bottom. I remember very vividly the moment
when I pressed back on the pedal—nothing happened. I can’t really describe my
feeling at the moment; justa horrible sinking realisation that the brakes had
failed. I don’t think I even thought of veering off the road, I just continued down,
trying the brakes all the time. Cars were rushing up and down the road and it
suddenly struck me that I wouldn’t stand much chance if one hit me. It was only
a matter of seconds before I went across that road. I was scared—scared stiff, and
I know I prayed at that moment. There was a squeal of brakes and a driver swung
the wheel frantically. I went straight across the road and landed in the swamp. I
climbed out shaken, muddy, but unhurt. I was lucky.
There was an accident at that place last week. A large semi-trailer went down
the hill—its brakes failed. I think I know what that driver felt like; that horrible
sinking realisation of the truth. He could probably see the cars below and he
would know that if he hit one, the people in it wouldn’t stand much chance. I heard
the squeal of brakes and then a crash. The truck had hit a car and the impact
had knocked it off the road, into the swamp. Luckily for those inside it hit the
front of the car and they escaped pretty lightly—broken leg, broken ribs. They
were lucky.
SALLY GREEN, III A
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Green-Fingers
James Brunette looked across the bulletproof table at the Chief of the Secret
Service, Ernie Hempilthwaite, known to everyone as simply “U”. He smiled—a slow
confident grin—and said, “U can count on me! Green-Fingers is as good as caught.”
“U” had just given him his latest assignment. An international baddie, code
number XYZ 346, alias Green-Fingers, had been pilfering the pansies from the window
box on the 14th floor of the Secret Service Building, and James Brunette had been
given the task of recovering the pansies and putting Green-Fingers in custody.
For these were no ordinary pansies—the number of their petals, multiplied by the
cube root of 7,893, gave the combination of the top secret security safe! England
was in danger—only Secret Service Agent 007 could save the free world!
After a brief leavetaking from Miss Pennyworth, “U’s” secretary, Brunette
took the lift to the basement where he was to receive his special equipment. Unbe
known to him, the lift-boy was one of Green-Finger’s spies and the tip of his cap was
razor-edged. However, James Brunette saw the lift-boy reach for his cap in the
reflection of the polished doors, and with a few swift karate holds he had won the
first notch for his supersonic, mink-lined sub-machine gun.
In the basement, Brunette was given his special equipment. For example, the
seemingly innocent buttons on his suit ejected a deadly jet of cyanide when pressed,
and his lapels hid miniature guns which could kill a man at a distance of five miles.
The first place Brunette headed for was the Cairo-Hilton, for as any fool knows,
pansy thieves who are operating in England are always found in Cairo. By a series
of ingenious manoeuvres, such as kissing the upstairs maid, Brunette managed to get
himself captured by Green-Fingers’ men. But do not be alarmed—it was all part of
a clever but daring plot.
Once captured, Brunette’s duty was clear. It just happened that Green-Fingers’
girlfriend, Pussy Willow (suitably dressed in a tight-fitting leather suit), was given
the task of guarding Our Hero. Adjusting his carefree, boyish grin, Brunette exerted
his charm and she was soon madly in love with him, had renounced Green-Fingers,
and was determined to leave this life of crime and return to the straight-and-narrow.
Pussy then freed Brunette and led him to the hiding place of the pansies. Naturally,
they were hidden in a vault on a pole-sitter’s platform, 500 ft. above ground level,
and guarded by five Hindustani judo experts. It was a small matter for Brunette
to overpower the Hindustanis, recapture the pansies and return to England in a blaze
of glory. 007 saves the day!
PAM MORRIS, VA
(Prize-winner)

The White Steed
With a high shrill cry,
And the thunder of hooves,
And a toss of a head so proud,
Down to the valley came a galloping steed,
With a coat as white as a cloud.
He wheeled about on his powerful legs,
And thrust his feet in the air,
Never have I seen such speed,
Or a step so high and so fair.
He paused on a crest the air to test,
Then he was off once more,
He careered down the slope at a lengthening lope,
At a speed more fast than before.
His great body heaved in a mighty way,
Rippling muscles gave power and more,
Then with mane flying high and tail like a banner,
He turned and charged up the hill.
Then picking his way in an expert manner,
He swerved past a boulder, went quick around a shoulder,
And the valley was left peaceful and still.
ROSLYN STEVENSON, II C.
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The Monster
For years he had been lying on the sea floor and no living thing came near him.
He found enough fish to satisfy his hunger but he had to chase them and only did
so when forced by hunger. He was sad and listless and found his heavy form
cumbersome. In the green, unlit world of the sea floor many creatures lurked, but
the sight of him cruising along many years ago, had sent them swimming away to
find another home, far away from the monster. Since then his life had been dreary
and monotonous. When the pangs of hunger forced he glided silently to shallower
parts where large fish were to be found but otherwise he just lay like a gigantic
rock on his weedy bed.
Then strange things began to happen, huge dark forms passed far above sending
strong currents into the world of the deep. Strange lights pierced the murky water
and once a whole black monster was shattered and the pieces sank to the sea floor.
He nosed around it, startled out of his stupor, but it was dead and lay still. He began
to feel an urge to join the black monsters. He grew restless and cruised back and
forth but some instinct warned him not to go. After many days he finally began to
rise to the surface, in stages, for he had to get used to the hurtful light. When he
reached the surface, he glided around but nowhere was there one of his kind. Just
the cold sea and strange, white mountainous things that reflected the watery
sunlight.
For a long time he swam just near the surface, but the sun was sinking towards
the horizon, warning him it was time to return to the deep before the long Arctic
winter set in. But still he stayed, a great sense of loneliness filling him until, on
the horizon, he saw a black speck. As it came closer he saw that it was one of
the monsters. Joy filled him and he gambolled as he never had since he was young
and by his mother’s side. But something was wrong. Creatures came from the
monster with sharp sticks and threw them at him. A small object broke away
and chased him until he was weary and in pain from his many scratches. Bellowing
piteously he made one last effort to break away from the ropes that dragged at him,
but something whistled through the air and hit his head. With a great unearthly
scream he plunged downwards and threw himself around in a frenzy of pain,
thrashing the water with his mighty body. The ropes snapped and the small boat
was overturned but still he bellowed and beat at the water.
Suddenly everything was quiet and his great body sank beneath the waves,
dead after hundreds of years of life in the vast ocean.
MARGARET MERRILEES, I A.

The Visitor
A thing came creeping,
A thing came peeping,
A thing with a nose like a peg.
It nuzzled and snuffled,
It waltzed and it shuffled,
And bowed a most gallant leg.
“Excuse me,” cried I,
As it winked its eye,
“I think that you are misled,
For this is my bedroom
And there is not much headroom
For your so enormous head.”
“Oh, pardon,” said he,
As he snatched at a flea,
“I fear that you are right.”
So with rumblings and fumblings,
And bubblings and tumblings,
He tottered back into the night.
CORALYN TREASURE, VA
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Peace Conference
In chartered ’planes and well-pressed suits
They come, the delegates, the men of peace
To settle world affairs in great disputes
And put an end to war.
With stomachs full and rooms in good hotels
They talked, the delegates, the men of peace
And great discussions, lengthy discourse quells
The argument of peace.
The hungry and oppressed and war-ridden
They discuss; the delegates, the men of peace
And bring out facts and figures previously hidden
To put an end to war.
And soon in chartered ’planes and well-pressed suits
They go, the delegates, the men of peace
And take their talks and facts and well-thought out disputes
That didn’t end the war.
K. McDOUGALL, VA

Flight Into Space
I had been chosen as the first Australian woman to go into space. I couldn’t
believe it! All these months of training and rigid dieting were over and all that lay
ahead was the dark vacuum of space. Why did they pick me out of all these others
I kept asking myself? I crossed out the possibility that they thought me a typical
Australian worthy of representing the country on the Moon and concluded that
it was merely because I was the lightest of all and would present the least difficulty
at launching.
After the neighbours had congratulated me and left, I set to the business of
•packing my bag. I had counted on taking only one suitcase but because of the
bulkiness of the space suit I finished up with two. I drove the car to the launching
pad and arrived there two hours before the flight was to begin so that I could fix
my face a bit and do my hair. I was met on the tarmac by a General (or something
like that) who officiously showed me the way to the rocket. This, I thought, was a
stupid move as the rocket, standing 200ft. high, couldn’t be missed from 10 miles off.
We stepped into the lift which would take us up to the front door. Halfway
up I looked down at the small, ant-like people whose hair was the only visible part
and ... it suddenly dawned on me . . . hair!! ... I screamed at the lift man to
stop and let me off. The General quietly assured me that everybody got last-minute
jitters before going up. I patiently informed him that it was not butterflies in the
stomach that was worrying me but the fact that I’d left my hair butterflies and
curlers at home. He gave me a strange look as I went on to say how I couldn’t
possibly step out without putting my hair up first. I was so upset about it all that
I even forgot to wave to Mum and Dad who were circling in a helicopter but I
perked up when the General explained that Moon-men weren’t as fussy about a
woman’s appearance as earth-men.
I waved a last goodbye before stepping into the cabin. I was terribly disappointed
once I looked around. It wasn’t a bit like the fake-capsule which we had been
trained in. It was much smaller and could hardly fit me in let alone all my luggage.
I shrugged my shoulders and resigned myself to the fact that here I was and here
I would be (for a few days anyhow).
I settled into the armchair and did up the seat-belts. I brought out my notebook
in which I had written down which buttons and which levers were which. I tried to
memorise them but gave up, remembering how bad I’d been at school learning history
dates. Then I noticed a television screen in front of me, looked at my watch and
turned it on, fully expecting to see Gordon Chater from the Mavis Bramston Show.
Was I surprised when I looked and saw the General again. Then I remembered.
It wasn’t a TV, merely a picture-telephone. I turned it off ... I'd seen his face often
enough.
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I was in the middle of putting lipstick on when I heard a voice calling “5-4-3-2-1Zero.” Here it was!! Blastoff!! The gravitation was so great that I let go of
the lipstick. Then I panicked when I saw it floating just out of reach. I heard the
General calling me in but I couldn’t possibly turn on the picture without doing my
face. The only thing I could do was undo the seatbelt and get the lipstick, but of
course you know what happened—I flew straight to the ceiling.
There was nothing to do but stay there so I reached in my pocket and pulled
out my knitting. This was unsuccessful because I kept dropping stitches each time
a meteor bumped against the capsule. A few hours passed until suddenly the steel
ceiling became terribly hot, my steel knitting needles melted in my hand and flames
flickered past the porthole. I thought I was breathing my last and memories of
Mum and Dad flashed through my mind. There was an almighty splash and every
thing was calm. I felt myself falling, falling, falling from the roof to the floor.
Suddenly I awoke and there I was, in the armchair of the capsule all strapped
carefully in. I rubbed my eyes and acknowledged that I must have fallen asleep
before blast off. How annoying! Where was I? On the Moon, on Mars or on
Mercury? It felt hot enough to be the sun. This I laughed off and peeked out of
the porthole to get my first look of a strange planet. You can imagine how astonished
I was to see a young sailor with “H.M.A.S. Leeuwin” printed on his cap. Had some
one beaten me to it or was I back on earth? I turned the doorknob and looked out
of the door. Yes it was earth all right and there was Mum in the lifeboat below.
I jumped down, bringing my luggage with me, and gave Mum a hug.
“What happened?” I inquired.
"Oh dear! We had to bring you home quickly Darling . . . it’s Tuesday and I
know you wouldn’t have missed Mavis for the World, would you sweet?”
MARGARET HA YE, VI A

Patterns
Jellyfish on the edge of the river,
Slop in and out,
With a patterned shiver.
Library tables and legs of the chairs,
Precisely arranged,
In their patterned pairs.
Telegraph lines along the border,
Lean back and forward,
In patterned disorder.
Washing hanging from heads and toes,
Around the lines,
In patterned rows.
Windows displaying assorted wares,
All laid out,
In patterned squares.
Armies marching mile on mile,
Keep in order,
In patterned file.
Heads in a classroom, dark and fair,
Bent over their books,
In patterned despair.
K. McDOUGALL, V A.
(Prize-winner)

Science has Its own Reward
He had a large anatomy,
’Twas weighty when he sat on me.
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Beachcomber
The moon shone over the blue-black sea,
Cutting a shimmering track,
Which broke into shiny fragments like glass,
When the waves ran rapidly back.
The sand ’neath the moon was silvery white,
And warm from the heat of day,
As his gnarled brown feet sunk deep in it,
When he passed along his way.
The old beachcomber, all alone,
Walked by the sea each night,
And made his peace with God and the world,
On the shore, in the silvery light.
JENNIFER PUGH, VB

More Thought
An aesthetic’s
not
The same as
wot
An anaesthetic
is.
Which is a
pity
For this
ditty.
There being no compari
son
Is most embarrason.
MARGARET MARSHALL, V A

Cricket
Centuries and ducks, hat-tricks and maidens,
Runs and wickets in the hot summer sun,
Illingworth’s batting’s a rhythmical cadence,
Cowper has caught him for one hundred and one—
Keeper cries "Howzat?!” and Australia has won,
Excitement, enjoyment at the sacrosanct wicket,
Trials and triumphs—a game known as cricket.
PAM MORRIS, VA

An Idol Now
I carved, I carved both day and night,
Altering so to get it right
The woman I loved, so young and good
To live with me now, but only as wood.
I carved, I carved with special care,
The beauty of her long black hair,
Never could this image hold,
All of the things that could be told.
I carved, I carved, black fingers now,
Working with tenderness hour by hour,
To have it with me, ever near,
More treasured than the sacred spear.
LYNDA SCOTT, I A
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Lights Out
The year was 1944, and the curfew had just sounded in the city of Caen; it was
the cause of great distress to many of the inhabitants of this German-occupied area.
Among these were the Auge family. Albert Auge was the stationmaster at Caen,
and as such, his family led a reasonably comfortable life. But Auge was more than
this—not many people knew that their jovial friend was the leader of the resistance
group in that area.
Frederic, his son, and also a member of the resistance, had not yet come home
and his family began to fear for his safety, as they were fully aware of the danger
of being seen out after the sounding of curfew. Added to their worries was the illness
of daughter Anna-Marie, her condition being one of complete coma.
On his arrival home, half an hour later, Frederic found chaos presiding there,
due to the rapid deterioration of his sister’s condition. The “lights out” order of
war-time meant that almost nothing could be done to help her. Auge, however,
determined to fetch a doctor, and disregarding the German rule, set forth at once.
But fate did not side with him, for he had barely covered half the distance to his
destination, when he encountered the German patrol, which marched the dark streets
with resounding footsteps. Fear gripped him, as he came face to face with the
Gestapo officer, and was ordered to explain his disobedience of the law; fear, that is,
of being recognised as one of the resistance suspects.
After many anxious minutes, and numerous penetrating questions, Auge was at
last allowed to resume his journey, and he managed to reach the home of his friend,
Dr. Malauder, without any further mishaps. Shortly, he was cn his return journey,
accompanied by the now wide-awake doctor, both men on the alert for any sound of
the patrol returning.
The fight for the life of the little girl continued far into the night. The doctor,
with the aid of a torch and candles, did all he possibly could, administering various
injections at seemingly long intervals. However, the hours wore on, and with the
stroke of midnight came a turn for the worse in the child’s condition. It was
painfully obvious that an operation was essential, vital, and as this could not be
managed . . . Yes, the long, hard struggle was in vain, and Anne-Marie passed away
in the early hours of the morning.
One week and one day later, there was great rejoicing, as the Allied forces of
the Normandy invasion entered Caen—the “Lights Out” cr Curfew became “Lights
On”. However jubilant the celebrations, the Allied entry came exactly eight days too
late for the Auge family.
SUSANNE SCANLON, V A.

All Men are Brothers
All men are brothers.
What does it matter that our skins are brown or white?
Our blood is red; thick, red peels that stain the dust along life’s road,
More noticeable upon pale white sk'ns than rich brown,
Is the red stain,
More noticeable from above.
Beware!
HEATHER LOWE, VB

Applied Psychology
People who swallow sugar pills,
I can’t help think but wot they’re dills.

Thought
Antediluvian
Comes before the flood.
Wot comes after
Is a whole lot of mud.
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Anatomy of a Crime
To be lawful
Is something awful,
I’ve had a jawful
And I think it’s quite boreful,
Being lawful.
MARGARET MARSHALL, VA

Wish to be a Gypsy
I would like to be a gyp-a-sy,
Living a life so gay and free,
Wandering along the narrow lanes,
Or living out on sandy plains,
Wearing clothes so gay and bright,
Sleeping under the stars at night,
Sleeping on a soft mossy bed,
With a clump of bracken for my head,
Sitting around the open fire,
Singing and dancing to our heart’s desire,
Poaching rabbits for rabbit stew,
Stealing some bread here and there too,
Telling fortunes with my little glass ball,
That sound very good but aren’t true at all,
Living in a caravan of gay red and blue,
With horses to pull it and a pet pony too,
Making clothes-pegs and baskets of wood,
That, when they are finished are really quite good,
For mending china or copper we’re willing,
If we want to make an honest shilling,
Wouldn’t life be gay and free,
If I was a dark-skinned gyp-a-sy.
SUE KNIGHT, I A

Television
“Where’s Johnny, now?” calls Mother—
She hears a kind of grunt;
The little boy is sitting
Watching T.V.; it’s “Sea Hunt.”
"This programme’s educational Mum,”
Protests the telly fan;
“Oh, look—the shark’s about to kill
My favourite Sea Hunt man!”
The roaring of the crowd is heard
From in the room next door;
As if invasions taking place
She hears them yell “More, more.”
Of course it’s footy on the screen,
And Dad is waiting there
To urge each player on to kick
The ball with utmost care.
As soon as Dad and son come home
It’s time for something new—
From children’s shows to 11 o’clock close
Its spell holds them like glue.
“I don’t know what’s so wonderful
About this magic screen.”
Mum breathes a sigh, sits down to watch
Her favourite show, “Club Seventeen.”
VIRGINIA PAYNE, VA
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The Limit
It was Saturday night. The “Outer Limits" had finished and we knew it was 12
o’clock. Everyone was asleep except us. Time for bed. Jocelyn was staying the night
and so the house was in a mess. My bed was un-get-in-able. Jocelyn went outside and
I sat on her bed. The blind rattled. Someone was outside! Jocelyn arrived. I told her.
There was a great panic. Someone outside. Eek! Screams! Hysterics! What a scene.
Helen calm and collected, Jocelyn ready to take a purple fit. Of course, with Jocelyn
half on the way to being certified what else could I do but say I’d sleep in her room.
We climbed into bed. Joe in one end, I in the other. For the sake of our friendship
I did not mention the fragrance and flavour of her feet. Instead I gently removed
her big toe from my mouth. The person outside the window moved and we slept to
live and sleep another night.
HELEN ZIMMERMAN, II A
Last Saturday I was staying at Helen’s place and after coming home from C.E.
we decided to watch “Outer Limits.” After about the first 10 minutes of this hairraising serial Mrs. Zimmerman tried to talk us into going to bed but by this time
Helen was much too enthralled to drag herself away and so Mrs. Zimmerman went
to bed leaving “square eyes" and myself to watch the end of it.
I heaved a sigh of relief after the last man changed into a monster from another
planet and was killed. Now we could go to bed. As I came out from the bathroom I
saw Helen standing at the door. She tried to force a smile, linked with a casual air
and said, “Joe, I think you’d better fix your window; there is someone outside.” I
could tell that the programme which we had just seen was having a bad effect on my
profoundly neurotic friend. After we had changed into our pyjamas I told her to forget
about the stupid programme and to hop into bed and go to sleep but at that a fearcrazed look came into her eyes and she said (by this time on the verge of hysteria),
“No, don’t leave me. I’m too young to die.” So I told this poor wretched creature in
my sweet, reassuring voice that there was no man outside the window with a gun,
but in her state of frenzy she couldn’t believe me. So as a last resort I told her to
bring her eiderdown and transistor radio and hop in the other end of my bed. Finally
amid my continually reassuring words that there was no man at the door with a knife,
she fell asleep and I slept the rest of the night with her smelly foot in my face.
This motto of this is never watch “Outer Limits” with Helen Zimmerman or you’ll
have the job of controlling her imagination.
JOCELYN COOK, II A

Youth
The youth of the past
Was really a farce.
With bowler and cane
He'd sit in old trains
And give girls the eye
As they passed him by,
And when at a party
He’d act like a “smarty.”

The youth of today
Is a scandal, they say.
He lets his hair grow
From top to toe,
And twangs his guitar
To a beat popular
And starts hanging-five
Whilst trying to jive.

The youth of tomorrow
May bring joy or sorrow.
As he flies through the air
He may not have hair.
He’ll play with the rockets
He makes in his pockets,
And while taking “spills”
He’ll eat his food pills.
HEATHER MURRAY, III C
(Prizewinner)
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The Group by the Fire
They sat there like statues around the fire. The oldest was a small wrinkled old
man with very little hair, the youngest a tiny babe asleep in his mother’s arms. The
velvety darkness that surrounded them was like a blanket that covered their very
thoughts. Their faces were set on fire by the dancing red and yellow flames flicker
ing hungrily around the logs; and still they sat. The baby moved in its mother’s arms;
it was probably enjoying the warmth of the fire and was quite unaware of matters
as they stood at present. He didn’t know of the dread clawing at the minds of his
three brothers as they watched the flames; he couldn’t know. Nearby a trembling
teenager clutched a worn coat desperately to himself and stared at the branches of
the huge black gum tree that stood solitary guard over the group. The black gnarled
branches were like fingers—reaching greedily at a tiny star that was trapped hope
lessly near the top. That tiny star seemed to be struggling to free itself from its
horrible prison.
Presently the old man raised himself slowly from the rug, walked away from the
others and was immediately enveloped by that infinite blanket of darkness. No one
watched him go. No one even moved. The quiet that followed was almost painful, but
then there was the old man back again by the fire. He began to talk.
He talked about his life and the problems he had come up against and had beaten
flat. He talked about his land and the way he had built it up. He was proud of his
farm. It had been the richest in the district. Mostly, however, he talked of the joys
and promises that life holds. As he talked the veil of darkness seemed to lift from
the faces of the group. To anyone else it would seem as if the old man was talking
to the fire, but I knew they were all listening ... I could see it in their eyes.
He said that he knew the world held more promise and beauty than anyone could
ever imagine. As long as we were willing to look for hope it was always there to be
found. I wondered why it was that he was talking like this. Then I realised what he
was doing. He was injecting courage into that forlorn little group, helping them to
find the hope to begin their lives anew. I was filled with pride and admiration for
this little old man. Time and experience had filled his mind with wisdom and a great
awareness of the cruel cycle of life. The woman with the babe lifted her head and
smiled. It was infectious. Slowly the others began to take a new interest in their
neighbours and the well-being of their families. There arose a steady buzz of con
versation among them all, and soon it was the old man who sat still and silent with
a strange look of satisfaction on his face.
The flames danced higher as someone stacked on more logs. The warmth spread
spontaneously and warmed the minds of the group. A small boy gazed curiously at
the old man and far above in the soft velvety darkness the tiny star shone proudly—
no longer ensnared, no longer trapped. It was free!
TERRY SLEE, VIA

Dusk
A golden disc of sunlight sinks beneath the waves
And sunlight no longer shimmers on the rolling surf.
Shadows form and grow on trees and caves
As night stealthily encompasses the earth.
Slowly, slowly, the blanket of night is drawn across the sea
And over the valleys and hills so deep—
Small night creatures again are free
And raucous birds prepare to sleep.
After the noise of day, dusk comes as peace to the land—
Tranquil, serene, calm and endless is the silence.
Darkness moves over the country like a hand—
Covering all in its heavenly depths.
JILL NASH, V A
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The IVew Baby
Queen Street was situated in the heart of the London slums. Two tall, blackened
files of shabby houses flanked the road on either side. I found No. 5 with no diffi
culty, and with my special social worker’s bag grasped firmly in my hand, knocked
sharply on the door of the basement flat.
A drunken, shifty-eyed man opened the door to me, uttering a string of obscene
abuse as he did so. I asked if I could see his wife, but he merely pointed down a dark
passageway, shuffled back across the room, and reseated himself on a pile of old
newspapers where he had been eating his wretched breakfast. A pile of unwashed
crockery and smelly rubbish lay in the “kitchen” sink and a couple of dirty toddlers
crawled in the filth underneath.
I pushed open the door at the far end of the passage;
lying on the rickety iron bedstead. The girl, though she
more than eighteen, looked twenty-five; lines of worry and
into her once attractive face; a cigarette drooped out of
she was scowling.

a girl and her baby were
could scarcely have been
misery had furrowed deep
the corner of her mouth;

The baby lay at its mother’s side, sucking its thumb. It was wrapped in a torn
and dirty sheet. A clean, pink little head emerged from the top of the bundle and
the infant eyed me with that unfaltering and innocent stare that only babies possess.
Its deep, blue eyes, soft pink skin and its lips slightly opened as if uttering a silent
plea for release from this hell on earth struck me to the heart. I was filled with a
sense of futility.
SARAH TREVELYAN, III A

I Was There !
“I was there! I was there! I was there!” He shouted from his soap-box—and the
crowd, that fickle-minded, ready-for-a-laugh crowd, the crowd of endless ages, listened
and each looked at his neighbour, and shrugged, and maybe gave an embarrassed
grin, as if to say, “I don’t believe it, but . . .” and turned back to the frenzied young
man.
“My friends, do you have any idea what it was like? The crown of thorns on His
head, the blood and the dirt and the pain . . . ?”
. . . And the fickle-minded crowd!
“Can ycu picture the anguish and the grief and the tears? My friends, you can
only imagine it. But I was there. And he told me, he told all who would listen
that he’d send his messenger to tell you. And he has sent me, because I asked him to.”
. . . And they looked at each other, shrugged, and maybe gave embarrassed grins.
“And he told me to tell you that all will be saved, he’ll take you all to live with
him, he'll let you sit at his table, and he’ll love you—if only you believe.”
. . . And each gave a smile as if to say “I don’t believe it, but . . .!”
“Yes, my friends, believe, and pray and love your neighbour, and he’ll save you
all; you’ll go and share the wonders and delights of heaven. And everyone shall have
his best wish granted!”
And a member of the fickle crowd, the grinning and embarrassed crowd, the “we
don’t believe it, but . . .” crowd, shouted: “Arr, give us another, mate!”
And he clutched the bottle closer and whispered brokenly, “I was there! I was
there!”
K. McDOUGALL, VA
(Prizewinner)
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BARCLAY HOUSE MONITORS
L. to R.: P. Ewers (T), P. McBride (R), A. Patsoyannis (S), A. Hiller (A).

This year there has been a change in classes. For some years there hasn’t been a
Grade 1. This year, however, a Grade 1 has been introduced. Because of this more
room had to be found, so the library which is now used as a classroom for Grades
1, 2 and 3, was moved into the music room and part of the verandah can be used as a
study.
The number of Grade 7 girls increased to such an extent that there was need
for a division. There was a grading test and some of the girls were taken by Mrs.
Edwards and the rest by Mrs. Palmer.
There was a change in one subject and that was German, was introduced to Mrs.
Edwards’ class and French was successfully introduced into Grade 5 as an experiment.
Monitors are Amanda Hiller (Athens), Pamela McBride (Rome), Penelope Ewers
(Troy), Athanae Patsoyannis (Sparta). They have done a very good job.
At the end of term Miss Nelson, our Scripture teacher, went on a tour of the
Holy Land and very kindly kept in touch with us with letters and postcards. As a
going away present Barclay House gave her a manicure set and the senior school a
very nice bag. When Miss Nelson came back she had lots to tell us and a pleasant
surprise. She had brought back with her from the Holy Land beautifully carved fig
ures representing Jesus’ birth.
The junior College Sunday was held in the Methodist Church in Claremont. Two
readings were given by Athanae Patsoyannis and Amanda Hiller and a solo sung by
Jane Green.
Early in the year Dr. May and Professor Jones came to Grade 6 to teach us some
aboriginal music for UNESCO. It was a great success and at the conference in Sydney
the tape which the Grade 6 girls made was played.
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Citizenship
The Barclay House Citizenship Shield points this year are at the present moment
Troy 278, Sparta 276, Rome 224 and Athens 240. All houses have been battling for
these positions right from the beginning of the year.
Barclay House has been collecting books which will be sent to South Africa for
the Defence and Aid Fund. These books are also being sent to New Guinea. Another
project we are undertaking is a penny pile in the gym.
Again this year we are supporting the Slow Learning Children’s Centre at Innaloo and will be making a visit to the centre where we will play basketball against
the home side.
Things are happening in Barclay House and a fine example of this is our corpor
ate membership in the United Nations. Pamela McBride and Penny Ewers went to
Council House on October 18th to represent the school at the raising of the United
Nations flag. Girls also attended.
During second and third terms, Mrs. Palmer’s Grade 7s have been preparing pro
jects and posters on the United Nations and most have been very attractive. A last
point on this topic is, money isn’t everything. Every true citizen should be trained
to take an interest in community activities.
This year we had our own College Sunday as last year. Miss Richardson was un
able to attend through illness, so Mr. Shepherd took the whole service. Jane Green
sang the solo and all of Barclay House formed the choir.
Each year the girls in Grade 7 visit the Innaloo Slow Learners’ Centre. The
classes are so big this year that we needed three combis to transport us there. They
had a trampoline which we were allowed to jump on and so we were wearing our
gym tunics. The basketball team which we took this time was slightly stronger. When
we arrived we were shown around the rooms. On all the walls were pictures and other
work that the children had done. We were also shown the woodwork room and the
vegetable garden in which the older boys worked. Afterwards some of the girls took
off their socks and jumped on the trampoline.
The basketball match was rather short due to the rain but it was still a good
game. We won by only one or two goals.
We were given a wonderful morning tea and then we started on our way back to
school. It was a morning I would not have missed.

Gould League Club
Every Thursday after school girls from Barclay House meet in the new science
room for Gould League Club. Mrs. Rowbotham is the leader of the Club and about
twelve members attend regularly.
She has made this year a very interesting one. We have been on several excur
sions to the river and swamp, where we study birds and animal life.
Sometimes we have films which have proved most enjoyable and interesting.
Talks are given by girls and of course we ask a lot of questions.
We would like to thank Mrs. Rowbotham for having given up so much of her time.
S. CAUDLE and M. WHITEHURST

Concerts
BARCLAY HOUSE CONCERT, 1965

After many years of operettas in which only Grades 6 and 7 took part, Barclay
House had its first concert on the 22nd and 23rd of October this year. In this the
whole of the junior school took part in a variety of items. During an art lesson, Grade
7 was asked to design the programme cover for the concert. The work was extremely
well done and the Judges had a very hard time in choosing the best cover but finally
they chose the cover done by three girls—A. Patsoyannis, N. Ballantine and S. Hadlow
and posters were made from designs by L. Draper, S. Hurst, J. Green and K. Forsyth.
The concert began with grades 4 and 5 presenting the play “The Sleeping Beauty”,
the music of which was supplied by the Grade 7 recorder girls. Next came the callis68

thenics followed by Miss Palmer’s girls in a storyland fantasy. The part of the bold,
wicked villain, Bluebeard, was played by a Grade 7 girl who generously volunteered to
take the part. The next item was one of great interest because of the connection
with UNESCO, which you can read about in Barclay House Notes. In this the Grade 6
girls sang and played the didgeridoos and clap sticks, while the Grade 7 ballet did an
aboriginal dance.
After interval Grade 7 did their play—a play within a play—“The One Black
Rose.” The parts were done by the Grade 7 drama club. After this a short French
item was given by Grade 5 girls who have had tuition in the language for two terms.
The concert ended with all the girls in white dresses on the stage before an
applauding audience. It was a great success!
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BARCLAY HOUSE CONCERT — CALLISTHENICS

Corrol#«ri»e — A Musical Experiment
At the end of Term 1 this year, Dr. Elizabeth May, a Fulbright Scholar from
California, together with Professor Trevor Jones of the University of W.A., conducted
an experiment with Grade VI girls of Barclay House to prove that children knowing
only Western type music could learn and appreciate the music of another people
successfully.
The music of the Australian Aborigine was chosen, and in three weeks the girls
learned to play the didgeridoo and rhythm sticks, and to chant the song of the Djidbangouri Corroboree and of the Wongii Corroboree.
A tape recording of these was taken to a UNESCO Conference in Melbourne in
May and Channel 2 televised the performance, which was given quite a prominent part
in Newsreel.
The project was of great interest to the whole school. Professor Jones showed
slides of Arnhem Land and Dr. May made a special visit to the school to let the girls
see rather unusual pictures that she had taken of the life and customs of the Navajo
Indians.
Dr. May is returning to California with her own tape recordings of the girls’
music, her own slides of the corroboree and slides of Grade VI girls in their classroom.
(She liked our uniforms very much!) She is very anxious to take a movie of the
corroboree back with her, and it is most likely that this will be arranged.
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Sporting' Notes
SWIMMING

The junior inter-house swimming sports were held in February and Sparta came
out victorious, followed by Rome, Troy and Athens.
The day turned out to be very hot and it was very pleasant in the pool. We thank
the ladies who were serving the cool drinks.
Jenny Halliday of Troy was presented with the swimming trophy for being the
Junior School champion with Robyn Smith of Sparta as runner-up. The diving was
very good and was won by Louise Draper, a Roman, and Athanae Patsoyannis
(Sparta) in second place.
ATHLETICS

After swimming, basketball was commenced, each house trying hard for the
house matches. T., R., S., A.
Third term we started softball and now house captains are getting their teams
ready for the house matches which are to start very soon.
The Athletic Sports were held in due course and we all started with marching in
our houses. The Athenians were triumphant in this. After this the races were held
and great were the cheers from the houses which won. Then came ball games, fol
lowed by long and high jump.
Sparta came first followed by Rome, Troy and Athens.
Relay, 3rd P.L.C.
Barclay House would like to thank Mrs. Gobolos, Miss Don, Miss Hardwick and
Mrs. Chase for their great help in our swimming and athletics.
Awards for 1965 are:—
Swimming Shield—Sparta.
Champion—Jenny Halliday.
Athletics Shield—Sparta.
Champion- j£nn H°Pki“
(Susan Leach.
Basketball Shield—Troy.

BARCLAY HOUSE LIFE-SAVING TEAM
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Heather Lament Festival Results
This year for the first time the Heather Lamont Festival was held as a separate
Junior School section for Barclay House. This also included separate House Choirs.
The finals were held on the afternoon of August 17th and the results were as
follows:—
Music

Preliminary—1, Angela Crook, Patricia Geddes; 2, Connie Cale, Teresa Vagg.
Grade 1—1, Kathleen Tonkin; 2, Susan Taylor.
Grade 2—1, Connie Cale; 2, Wendy Bishop.
Grade 3—1, Lindi Spencer; 2, Helen Stokes.
Instrumental—Karen Forsyth, Vivienne Webster.
Singing

Grades 1-4—1, Jillian Cock; 2, Penelope Cromach.
Grades 5-6—1, Helen Stokes; 2, Wendy Green.
Grade 7—1, Louise Draper; 2, Mandy Hiller.
Ballet

Grades 4-5—1, Margaret Bownes; 2, Jenny Keeley.
Grade 6—1, Elizabeth Tcharcos; 2, Yvette Grant.
Grade 7—1, Miranda Sadka; 2, Athanae Patsoyannis.
Art of Speech

Grades 1-4—1, Sarah Hosford; 2, Jillian Cock.
Grades 5-6—1, Penny Schlam; 2, Roslyn Synnot.
Grade 7—1, Louise Draper; 2, Pamela Carnachan,
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BARCLAY HOUSE — HEATHER LAMONT FESTIVAL WINNERS
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Originai i ontrihutinns
A Storm
The clouds are tossed and turned about,
The wind howls as he twists in and out.
Trees are bending, moaning, crying,
Leaves are scurrying, tumbling, flying.
Rain falls against the window pane,
Beating, and knocking, again and again.
Thunder rolls, rumbles and bangs.
Lightning strikes with sharpened fangs.
With all these sounds so wonderfully blended,
Suddenly all is silent! . . the storm has ended.
JENNY KEELEY, Grade 5
(Prize-winner)

The Pirate
Four and twenty years I have sailed this deep, blue sea,
Plundering and raiding. O, that’s the life for me!
I have sent full many a ship down to the ocean’s floor,
And before my dying day I shall sink full many more.
I am bold, I am brave, I fear nothing on this earth,
I have longed to be a pirate right from my birth.
With a cutlass at my side and a patch across one eye
And a greenish-coloured parrot which squawks “I spy.”
With a dagger and a pistol in my bright, scarlet sash
I make my prisoners walk the plank and land with many a splash.
Everyone detests me; they say I am so cruel,
Because I feed my prisoners with just a bowl of gruel.
And when I am too old to sail the deep, blue sea,
I shall dream of all those years and what they meant to me.
And when I die I shall depart to live with spray and wave
And Davey Jones’ Locker shall be my silent grave.
HELEN STOKES, Grade 6
(Prize-winner)

My Thought* on getting up in the morning
Some people enjoy getting up early in the morning and rushing around the house.
But not me! I like to loaf in bed with my head far under the rugs so as not to hear
anyone making a noise. When it is time to get out of bed I put my big toe out but
hastily bring it in again.
All too soon someone calls out, “Connie, get out of bed!”
At last I think it is time to emerge. I slowly get out and run to the bathroom.
They get under a cold shower and sing gaily but that makes me shudder when I think
how cold I would be. I like to have hot bubble baths and to play lazily with the
bubbles that rise in the air.
When it is time to emerge from the bath I never can move. Firstly I put my arm
out to see how cold it is but it only flops back into the bath again.
I gradually make my way out shivering with cold. I stand there for a few min
utes with the towel around me trying to make me warmer. O dear, how I long to
jump back into the bath. But of course I can’t.
Then come screams from everybody downstairs telling me to hurry up. I hobble
downstairs half asleep wishing I were still cuddled up in bed.
CONNIE CALE, Grade 7B
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Memories
Birds flying in the sky above,
Apple pie and cream,
Tall buildings and big town halls,
Deep valleys and waterfalls,
Wattle trees,
Buzzing bees—
These are some of my memories.
KATHARINE TONKIN, Grade 7B
(Prize-winner)

Buses
Buses, buses, noisy things!
How I hate their rum-bl-ings!
When standing, standing waiting there
They drive right past without a care.
They say that in the dead of night
You can’t be seen unless in white—
When crossing roads you have to pause—
You’re nearly there—they close the doors!
When sitting comes a puff of smoke;
You cough, you splutter, you nearly choke.
Buses, buses, noisy things!
How I hate their rum-bl-ings!
MANDY HILLER, Grade 7A

Outback
The long, brown, dusty plain
Stretching miles before me;
The distant hills rising high;
The blue sky fading with approach of night.
Dust rising—
Beneath my horse’s feet;
The olive-green scrub
Holding death for many.
Upon the tall, towering rocks
A lone, proud eagle
Surveying the motionless landscape
With his sharp, black eyes.
SUSAN TAYLOR, Grade 7A

A Night on an English Farm
One summer weekend in England we decided to visit Somerset. On the way we
saw Bath Abbey and the old Roman Bath. When we reached the farm where we were
to camp we were delighted to see it was a typical old English farmhouse. It was white
washed stone with stone floors and low ceiling. At back was a vegetable garden
with honeysuckle and raspberries around it. In the morning we saw the cows being
milked, and the chickens came round our Dormobile for things to eat. Later we went
to see the piglets. There were some hens looking after some goslings because the
mother wouldn’t. And we bought some lovely creamy milk. We were camped under
cider apple trees. When we were leaving the farmer’s wife gave us some raspberries
and they were delicious.
GILLIAN COCK, Grade 4
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The Tramp
His trousers were patched and baggy. His beard covered half his body and his
hair hadn’t been combed for ages. His shoes were worn out and had holes in them.
Nobody would think that he was a proper human being. Only a few teeth grew in his
mouth, and he looked very sad. His hat was perched on his grey hair.
He roamed the streets, taking garbage out of the bins. The poor man looked
starved and lonely. Children going past giggled and stared at him, making rude re
marks. I felt very sorry for him and hoped the children would stop giggling.
Taking the last piece of garbage, he walked and walked till he was out of town.
Everybody stopped giggling and continued their work, all except one child who looked
sad and felt very sorry for him as she ran after him to give him her bun.
JANET BROWN, Grade 6

The Chase
As I sat quietly feeding on the bank of a river, I heard the distant barking of
dogs. I sat upright. The noise came nearer and suddenly two large kangaroo dogs
came rushing through the grass. Quickly I bounded away as fast as I could hop, but
the dogs were gaining rapidly. Realizing I could not go any faster, as the joey in my
pouch was weighing me down, I stopped with my back against a tree and waited for
my oncoming foes.
Suddenly a hunter burst into view. When he saw me standing against the tree he
shouldered his rifle and fired. There was a sudden bang! I jerked my head back and a
bullet whizzed past my ear.
The dogs were moving in slowly. I struck out with my hind legs, trying in earnest
to stop the savage animals from tearing me apart.
Just as the hunter was about to fire again, my joey popped his little head out of
my pouch and looked around. The man lowered his rifle when he saw joey and he
began to use it as a club. He rushed in at the dogs and started to beat them, while I
bounded swiftly away. He had spared our lives and I always remember him in
gratitude.
ANN EDWARDS, Grade 7B

A Slice 5* Station
I live on a sheep station forty miles out of Kalgoorlie. It is a reasonably large
property with a lot of dams. These dams are hardly ever full at the same time. There
are about twelve work horses which the natives use for mustering the sheep. Usually
the natives camp wherever they are mustering, and Dad takes their stores up when
they need them. Sometimes I am allowed to help move sheep from dam to dam.
At shearing time almost all the sheep are taken to the shearing shed to be shorn.
If the sheep are too far away, Dad mans his tractor and tows his portable shearing
shed out to them. There is a small yard in the shed itself and there are also yards
taken to bits on the back. It’s quite handy and it’s a lot of fun to ride in it while it
is being towed.
We have two sheepdogs who go out with Dad nearly every day. At shearing time
they stay up at the woolshed and go out early in the morning. Dad sleeps in a cara
van at the shearing shed and goes out on the Honda after breakfast.
I like Perth. There are many interesting places and much beautiful scenery. But
living on a sheep station is very satisfying and I wouldn’t change it for anything.
PAM McBRIDE, Grade 7A

My School
I go to M.L.C.
M.L.C. is my school.
Lots of pals there,
Lots of gals there;
That’s the school for me.
SHAUNA LIPSCOMBE, Grade 2
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The Moon
I walked through the wood,
One frosty cold night;
The moon in the sky
Gleamed bright as bright.
It hung over the hill,
That bright yellow moon,
As if it was sweeping
With a yellow broom.
The trees were dark green,
And were standing so still,
I stopped to think
On that steep little hill.
I walked for a while,
Till I came to a brook;
It was so; lovely a sight
As I took my first look.
The water was still,
As calm as could be;
The world was so right,
So wonderful, so free.
I carried on walking
Till I reached my gate,
And took one more look
But it was too late.
It was over the hill,
And out of sight,
Before I had time
To say goodnight.
PATRICIA GEDDES, Grade 6

I, the Goldfish
I am a goldfish and I live in a small bowl of water. All day long I swim round
and round looking out into the kitchen of an elderly woman who often feeds me with
various types of food.
What a dull life I lead! No one to play or swim around with me, and I never
enjoy everyday things as you do. It is a wonder I am still sane as the long boring
days are indeed a misery.
I was born in a pet shop some while ago and was purchased for the sum of 10/by my present owner, who treats me well, although she frequently forgets I am a
goldfish. She gives me absurd food such as crusts and budgie food, and I often starve
at night, as this type of diet is most unsuitable for a goldfish. But, as usual, I ignore
my mistress’s strange actions, and continue to swim aimlessly around my bowl.
ANN HOPKINSON, Grade 7B

Early Morning in the Garden
One frosty morning I jumped out of bed and hurriedly dressed. I ran outside and
nearly squashed a caterpillar who was lazily eating leaves on the garden path. The
lawn was saturated with dew and the grass by the path drooping with the weight of
it. I ran to the flower bed and saw that the spiders had visited them and had left
gossamer on every flower which was sparkling like diamonds. The road was also
gleaming and as cars raced past the water splashed on the soaked fence. Birds began
to sing as they fluttered past trying to dry their wings. At last the sun came out and
by the afternoon everything was dry again.
JULIET ABRAHAM, Grade 5
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A Night in Dreamland
My wish came true in dreamland
One clear and crystal night,
When all about was silent,
And stars were shining bright.
I dreamt I had a pony
With a flowing mane and tail;
Its mane hung down in cascades;
Its coat was soft and pale.
My foot shot to the stirrup,
I bumped down on the seat,
And, oh, before I knew it
Went bowling down the street.
I hung onto the saddle,
I grabbed out with my hand;
The thought of ground below me
Was not exactly grand.
But then my dream was broken,
And I was very glad
To be spoken to and woken
By a friendly looking dad.
JANE GREEN, Grade 7A

The Storm
Thunder crashes,
Lightning flashes,
Across the dark black sky.
Raindrops patter,
Tins go clatter,
Leaves are whirling by.
Snug in bed,
I hide my head;
Warm and safe I lie.
ELEANOR JONES, Grade 7B

A wish on a calm blue sea
Sailing on a calm blue sea
Are ships and yachts (the same to me),
Are seagulls flying to and fro
And I just watch them as they go.
Oh, how I wish that it was me
Upon a ship the world to see,
To see what’s in far distant lands
And what goes on upon their sands.
I’d sail to every place I could,
I’d sail on every ship I should,
I’d sail wherever, high or low,
And to old England I would go.
But all that I can do is sit
And wait until the sea is lit
With shadows from the falling night
With glowing stars and moon and light.
JANE GREEN, Grade 7A
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The Little Bears
There once was some bears who lived in the wood,
One named Bumpling who was always eating and never good.
One named Hatty who loved to play;
She did no work and skipped all day.
One named Lazy who slept in the sun
And only awoke when the work was done.
One named Jill, a good little bear,
Cooked, made beds and cleaned every stair.
A bear named Jack from the nearby hill
Gave her some daisies and said “You’re my Jill!”
Now the little bears were left in the lurch
When Jack and Jill were married in church.
ROSSLYN SYNNOT, Grade 4

The Storm
The thunder growls,
Lightning flashes,
The ground trembles,
A tree crashes.
The wind howls,
The lightning gleams
On the water
Of raging streams.
The storm is over,
Everything is still.
Nothing is heard
But the splash of a rill.
ANN EDWARDS, Grade 7B

Spring
Spring is here and the flowers bloom
So we can forget the winter gloom.
There are daisies, pansies and daffodils.
No more having to take awful pills.
The big bright sun shines brightly once more,
No more muddy tracks on the floor;
Now we can have some outdoor games
Instead of all indoor games.
Now the trees have leaves on them
And there is not one bare stem;
Now the blue sky is as deep as deep,
No more great big puddles to leap.
HELEN PASCOE, Grade 6

On the Sea Shore
was running to the sea shore, running, running, running,
When I saw my friend who was running, running, running.
I asked her where she was going while we were running, running, running.
She said, “Going to the seashore,” so we kept running, running, running.
When we got to the sea shore we felt very cold;
The sea was blue and the sand was gold,
And as we stared we felt very bold.
ANNE COATES, Grade 5

i
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Sunrise
The land lies still and grey,
Everything is quiet and
After many hours have passed
The sky is filled with song,
The calls of waking birds.
The clear grey of the sky
Melts into a soft pale pink.
At the horizon edge a small gold curve
Begins to throw its beams on the waking land.
It grows larger every minute,
It rises higher and higher.
Little animals begin to stir;
They take the sun for granted,
Never realizing that, without it,
They would never be able to survive.
PENNY STEELE, Grade 7A

The Buccaneer
Black Patch was his name;
Fighting with his cutlass was his fame.
A well-known pirate was he,
For he had sailed the seven seas,
The seven seas, the seven seas.
His legs were long and hairy,
And he reminded me of a dead canary,
He had a scar over his left cheek,
And when he walked his boots went creak,
Went creak, went creak.
Then suddenly in the night
A Spanish ship sailed into sight;
They fired their gun
And Black Patch was done,
Was done, was done.
Black Patch’s shipmate Fred
Came to see whether he was dead;
The Spanish fired again their gun
And he too was done,
Was done, was done.
Black Patch was now dead,
And so was his shipmate Fred.
His crew were still alive and going,
But this is the end of my little poem.
TERESA VAGG, Grade 6

Seasonal Rain
Harsh rain in winter,
Whipping down leaves;
Soft rain in springtime,
Dripping from eaves.
Warm rain in summer,
Making things grow;
Showers in autumn,
But it’s better than snow.
JANE BLUTHE, Grade 5
(Prize-winner)
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The Dustbin
I looked out of the window, I did, I did,
And saw the dustbin had lost his lid.
The dustbin came by as you know, you know,
And guess what he had on his head? A bow.
He saw me and waved and said to me.
“Have you seen my lid my dear little bee?”
“No, no, I’ve not,” I said to him,
“But shouldn’t you tie your bow to your chin?”
DEIDRE FLUX, Grade 6

My Cat
I have a little Siamese cat,
Little Tang is his name.
He always sits on his mat;
He likes to play a game.
I feed him every night
And then I brush his fur;
He likes to have a fight;
He has a soft purr.
JANE RAPHAEL, Grade 3

A Poor Boy’s Dream
If we were to have a Christmas tree,
How happy we would be!
With cold ice-cream, a great big mound,
And Christmas parcels all neatly bound.
But I know that this could never be,
Even just to have a Christmas tree.
If we were to have a Christmas tree,
How happy we would be!
With lots of crackers to take our pick,
And sugar candy for us to lick.
But I know that this could never be,
Even just to have a Christmas tree.
If we were to have a Christmas tree,
How happy we would be!
With every kind of coloured hat,
And games and songs and things like that.
But I know that this could never be,
Even just to have a Christmas tree.
PAMELA CARNACHAN, Grade 7A

The Little Hen
I knew a little hen,
Who lived in a pen,
And her name was Meg.
And every day she laid an egg.
One day she had a baby chick,
That used to pick and pick.
She married a cock
That ate a lot;
They bought a new home
With a telephone;
Every day they had great laughter,
And lived happily ever after.
RUTH JOLLEY, Grade 5
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Houses
If Troy was the colour yellow,
All the Spartans
Would make a very loud bellow.
Then if Sparta was the colour green,
All the Athenians
Would make a terrible scene.
Therefore, if Athens was the colour red,
All the Romans
Would be sick in bed.
Then if Rome was the colour blue,
All the Trojans
Would be there, too.
So everything just goes to prove
That Troy in every way
Could only be the same old blue.
Troy! Hip-hip-hooray!
VIVIENNE WEBSTER, Grade 7A

My Dolly
I have a little dolly,
As the flowers she is gay.
Her name is little Polly;
I play with her every day.
I love my dolly, yes I do.
Have you got a dolly like mine?
Her hair is beautiful and fine.
Would you like her too?
SARAH HOSFORD, Grade 3

The Universe
Many, many solar systems,
Millions of shining stars,
Just think how far away they are
When we’ve reached only Mars.
JANE BLUTHE, Grade 5

The Snail
Slowly but surely he went on his way,
Leaving a silver trail behind.
A pest for the gardener who comes once a day,
But. food for the squawking magpies to find.
Eating the seedlings the gardener bought,
Gnawing with fifteen thousand teeth.
Here comes the gardener, he’s sure to be caught—
A pity he moves in an hour, two feet.
BRONWYN WOODHEAD, Grade 7A
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Old Girls9 Association
The Annual General Meeting for 1965 was held in February and was preceded
by a Buffet Tea at which about 50 recently-left girls were welcomed.
The meeting was told of the urgent need for extensions to be made to the
Gertrude Walton Memorial Library. Old Girls, who left since the completion of the
present building, and thus enjoyed its use whilst at school, offered to form a Special
Committee to raise the required money for these extensions.
Their gesture was very pleasing to all those earlier Old Girls, who had worked
so hard in the past to build the Memorial Library, as a tribute to their old Head
Mistress. Miss Walton dreamed, for many years, of a library for her school, and
its enlarging now, by Mr. Shepherd’s Old Girls is a fitting link between the past
and the present.
Functions run by the General Committee this year fell into the usual two
categories: fund raising and social.
Two Cake Stalls held at the school on Interhouse Sports Days in February
and August, brought in a total of about £70.
The Annual Jumble Sale (held in April), run by Mrs. Elsie Murray and Mrs.
Betty Eastman, was an outstanding success. They, and their team of helpers, are
to be congratulated on a total of £140 raised.
The first social function was the Annual Sports Day, held at the College. Old
Girls vied with present girls in the games of Hockey, Basketball, Tennis and Softball.
Win or lose, a very good time was had by all.
A Debating Night was held in July in the Library. Old Girls versus present
girls resulted in a win for the latter, by a few points. The evening proved to be a
lot of fun and next year we shall give our members a little more notice and perhaps
the tables will be turned!
The President’s At Home, held in the Library, was attended by about 50
members, along with several representatives from other Old Girls’ Associations. We
were most grateful to Mrs. Joyce Ward, who came along and gave us a very interesting
talk on Gemmology.
Our main social event of the year, the Annual Dinner, was once again held at
the school, in July. Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd and 130 members were welcomed. Our
special guest this year was Mrs. Warne, who retired in 1964, after 16 years’ service
at the College.
The President (Mrs. Jan Nalder) and Secretary (Mrs. Pat Dare) of the Great
Southern Branch, accompanied by Mrs. Kath West, travelled from Wagin to join us.
Camellias and candlelight in the Dining Hall created a lovely setting for a
happy meal together. A tour of inspection of the new Science Block and Theatrette
added much interest to the evening.
The Combined Independent Girls’ Schools’ Old Girls’ Ball was held at the
Embassy Ballroom on September 23, 1965. We gave our support to the organising
committee and a number of our members attended the Ball.
A new Combined Schools’ function has been introduced this year in the form
of a Golf Day. Presbyterian Ladies’ College Old Girls’ Association will act as
hostess this year, and each school will accept its turn to hostess this function in
future years. A perpetual trophy has been purchased for the winner of the contest
each year.
Throughout the year, we have been most grateful to the Parents’ and Friends’
Association for enabling us to have our notes printed in their Newsletter. This has
been of great assistance to us and we thank them most sincerely.
REPORT FROM THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE:

At the Annual Meeting this year, it was decided to raise £1,500 for extensions
to the present Gertrude Walton Memorial Library at the school. These extensions
will involve the addition of a Reading Room for senior students to do private reading
and research work.
It was decided that the committee to raise the necessary finance should come
from the years in which Mr. Shepherd has been Principal. I should like, at this
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point, to pay tribute to the girls selected. They have worked with great enthusiasm
and energy to raise £950 to the end of this year. The committee consisted of Anne
Ryan (Prowse) and Joan Fisher (Churchward) as leaders, Barbara Henwood, trea
surer, and Helen Trail (Grimbly), Helen Edinger (Brisbane), Leonie McCormick,
Barbara Melsom (Jones), Lois Wilson (Milner), Lyn Grandison (Friere) and Helen
Kelton (Finch).
We decided to write to Old Girls in several large country towns throughout
the State, hoping that they would contact other Old Girls in their district and organise
a function to raise money for our project. This led to the formation of branches in
Wagin and Bunbury and a Dinner was organised in both towns, to swell funds by
some £70 in all. Our sincere thanks to all those responsible.
Old Girl, Dawn Halbert (Nalder) held an Afternoon Tea in Cunderdin, which
raised £20 for us and to her, also, many thanks.
The Mothers’ Committee of the Parents’ and Friends’ Association donated £100.
We were thrilled to receive this and thank them for their very generous support.
Our first function for the year was a Film Evening in the Dalkeith Theatre,
which was most successful, £150 being raised.
Circulars were sent to 500 Old Girls throughout the State asking for donations
for our scheme. This resulted in £100 and we are very grateful to all who contributed.
In August, we held a Cooking Demonstration in Bosisto Hall, which raised £100
and was our last function for this year.
Money amounting to £350 has been passed on to us from the General Committee
throughout the year and has greatly assisted and encouraged us. The total in hand
at present is £950 and we are now eagerly awaiting the commencement of the
extensions, which should start to take shape in the New Year. In the year to come,
we are planning another Film Evening, an Autumn Fashion Parade and a Beauty
Evening. We look forward to the continued support of all Old Girls.
This committee wishes to thank all those who have assisted us, in any way, in
our efforts to reach our goal of £1,500. Any Old Girl who has supported our
functions, will know that money raised is building a much-needed amenity at the
school.
(Mrs.) ANNE RYAN
REPORT FROM THE GREAT SOUTHERN BRANCH:

In response to an appeal from the Old Girls’ Association for assistance in raising
funds for the proposed Library extensions, a Dinner was held in Wagin on Friday,
April 9, 1965. This was attended by 35 Old Girls from Narrogin to Albany. We were
very pleased to welcome Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd and six Old Girls from Perth.
Following the dinner, Mr. Shepherd gave a short address in which he summarised
recent improvements and extensions made at M.L.C. and outlined his enthusiastic
plans for the future. Mrs. Graham, the Librarian, took the opportunity to explain
fully the necessity of extending the Library, after which Anne Ryan outlined the
Library Committee’s fund-raising programme. Coral Parker, President of the Old
Girls’ Association, gave a report on the Association’s activities.
These speeches renewed a great deal of interest in the College, with the result
that a proposal to form a Great Southern Branch of the O.G.A. was put forward
and duly accepted. Mrs. Jan Nalder (Ricket) was elected President; Mrs. Pat
Dare (West), Secretary. A committee comprising the President, Secretary and Mrs.
Gwen Brownley (Painter) was formed to organise another Dinner to be held in
Wagin in 1966.
It was agreed that, owing to distances our members have to travel, we should
hold only one major function a year and that this should be both a social and fund
raising effort. It is hoped that each district’s Old Girls will act as hostesses in turn
to organise the annual function. Although country Old Girls have not been active
in the past, this is not for lack of interest, but because it is impossible for most of
us to make regular trips to Perth to take part in the Association’s activities. We feel
that country branches have a contribution to make to the Association by taking its
activities to its members. We intend making every effort to succeed in this venture.
(Mrs.) PAT DARE (Hon. Secretary)
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REPORT FROM THE SOUTH-WEST BRANCH:

In July a Dinner was held at Bunbury for the twofold purpose of forming a
branch of the Old Girls’ Association and, at the same time, supporting the Library
Extension Fund. An enthusiastic response to a “search” for former M.L.C. students
in the South-West brought an attendance of over 20 Old Girls and mothers of present
students, as well as a further 10, who were unable to attend the Dinner. Mr. and
Mrs. Shepherd and several Old Girls from Perth came also.
After the Dinner, a meeting was held at the home of Mrs. Glenis Basham
(Flanagan), where it was decided to form a Bunbury Committee: President, Mrs.
Jenny Alderson (Peet) and Secretary/Treasurer, Miss Lorna Taplin.
Future plans include an Annual Dinner each August and three quarterly functions
in the year, each having a “Hostess”. The first was a family function—a Barbecue
and Fireworks Display, on November 5, at the home of Mrs. Merrillee Fry (McLeod).
It is hoped that we may soon have representatives on our committee from
more South-West centres.
(Mrs.) JENNIFER ALDERSON.
It can be seen, as one looks back over our year’s activities, that the Old Girls’
Association’s efforts to achieve something extra during these 12 months, has spread
much interest throughout the State. There has been a stirring of new awareness
of their Association among many Old Girls, of its need for their support and of
the help and pleasure it can give to them.
Congratulations to our newly-formed Country Branches. We hope that they
will become firmly established and that more may come into being in the future.
It must be remembered, despite our tremendously worthwhile project at present
in hand, that the primary purpose of the Association is not that of raising money.
It is simply to keep all Old Girls in touch with one another and with their School,
through the years. Therefore, we hope that renewed enthusiasm may long outlive
any fund-raising project undertaken.
Our membership is steadily growing and we extend a warm welcome to all Old
Girls! A Buffet Tea will be held in February, 1966 (prior to the Annual General
Meeting) at which all these girls, who left school in 1965, are invited to be our
guests. We look forward with much enthusiasm to welcoming them.
This Association wishes to express its sincere thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd,
whose interest and support have been unfailing throughout the year
CORAL PARKER, President.
*

*

*

Girls who left school in 1964, and are now at the University:
Arts 1—Julie Webster, Pam Cook, Margaret Lussky, Kay Silbert, Pat Richard
son, Bev Lilburne, Bev Hood, Shirley Davie, Joan Sadler, and Marlene Freestone.
Science 1—Dale Cook, Roslyn Jones, Margaret Wright and Ann Hobley.
Medicine 1—Patricia Hill.
Dentistry 1—Holly Rudyard.
Engineering 1—Kay Heatly.
Part Time—Dale Bevan.
Those who graduated from University in 1964:
Wendy Rudyard, B. Economics.
Elizabeth-Anne Hicks, Dip. Education.
Margaret Payton, B.A.
Girls who left M.L.C. in 1964, who are now at Training College:
Claremont—Susan Chandler, Helen Chandler, Helen Gamble, Judith Manning,
Helen Mason, Merryl Sullivan.
Graylands—Susanne Angell, Wendy Best, Ngaire Duffleld, Jocelyn Johnson,
Helen Lane, Pauline Lee and Carole Sales.
Those who graduated from Training College in 1964:
Margaret Arblaster, Merrilyn Barrett, Helen Briggs, Ann Cameron, Norma
Davie, Robin Jones, Merryl Sippe, Sue Sippe and Elizabeth West.
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Parents* anti Friends Association
9

President: Mr. Ralph Bowers.
Vice-President: Mr. Guy Negus.
Secretary: Mr. Sid Webster.
Treasurer: Mr. George Davies.
Committee: Messrs. Paterson Temby, Cox, Low and Silbert, Mesdames Shepherd, How
ard, Bamford, Palfreyman, Alexander and Hosford.
The Committee has met regularly through the year with very full attendance, all
Committee members showing a very creditable amount of keenness on their job. The
year has principally been one of consolidation as the overdraft debt in connection with
the Pool and the Tuckshop has been a principal objective. Obviously these need to be
cleaned up before future work can be undertaken on a major scale.
The collections for the year both from donations to the Pool and from increased
revenue from the Tuckshop due to a reorganisation which has been most effective,
indicate that by the end of 1966 we should be clear of most of our indebtedness.
During 1965, major projects were:—
1. A continuation of our prizes to Premiership teams, and for other purposes.
2. Further supply of records to the Library of plays. These have been put into
good effect by the girls.
3. Major outlay in connection with amplification for the Bosisto Hall. This is
quite a versatile unit, enabling both amplification inside the hall and to a certain
extent outside.
4. Heating. It was the Association’s intention to provide heating to all rooms that
needed it. However, after heating in the major school building of the six coldest rooms,
it was obvious that the wiring would not take any further loading and the further
heating of rooms in that block would have to await improved electrical wiring. How
ever, in Barclay House some work can be undertaken on the south side where the
rooms get quite cold in winter. In 1966 it is hoped to complete all heating necessary.
During October, a very successful family day was again conducted. This time it
was held back at the School, and a very varied programme included folk singing,
magician, dancing and barbecue and swimming, amongst other things. This is the
highlight of the year’s activities and very much in line with the policy of the parents
and friends of bringing parents and girls and staff together.
We look forward to the future with a great deal of confidence, and anticipate
being able to extend the amenities of the school which, of course, is the role of the
P. & F. Association.
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